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'Glamour' replies
Magazine claims proper fact-checking
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At Tuesday's meeting, the
Student Senate debated two election reform bills and passed three
finance bills.
Sophomore Senator Matt
Winer motioned to discharge
two election reform bills from the
Communications and Internal
Affairs Committee. The bills, which
dealt with changing the election of
the senate and the speaker of the
senate from the fall to the previous
spring, had failed to pass in the
CIA. Discharging the bills from the
committee would allow the entire
Student Senate to vote on them.
Winer, who sponsored both bills,
said he felt thai holding the elections in the spring would increase
the effectiveness of the SGA. "It is a
shame that most organizations start
weeks before we do and the whole
purpose of our job is to give back
and support students and organizations at JMU," he said.
Senior senator Lucy Hutchinson
agreed with Winer. She said, "By
electing senators in the spring you
have the organization ready for fall,
so you are not losing five weeks to
get the organization on the road,"
she said.
"Electing the speaker in the
spring allows (the speaker| to work
with the executive board and committee heads over the summer to
get things set."
After a lengthy discussion, the
two bills were sent back to the CIA
committee for further review at
today's CIA meeting.
As a result of the bill regarding the speaker, senior senator Kathleen McKay proposed a
change to the SCA constitution.
The change would amend the
amount of votes needed to elect
the speaker, from two-thirds of the
rntire senate body to needing twothirds of the elected senate.
McKay said the change is necessary because if college senators
are elected in the spring, the senate may not have the two-thirds
•»( the body necessary to elect the
speaker. "Without the amendment,
the speaker bill would be unconstitutional," she said.
The SCA granted OrangeBand
$1,482.19 to help pay for costs associated with their Action Campaign.
The SGA also passed a bill that gave
the Madison Investment Fund $700
to pay for four of their members to
attend an investment conference in
the spnng.
Pi Sigma Epsilon was granted
$350 from the contingency to help
them pay for a production manager and to assist in advertising for
their "Battle of the Bands" event.
Proceeds from the event will go
to support the Court Appointed
Special Advocates for kids.
Several new finance bills were
proposed, including those that
would grant contingency funds to
the Breakdance Club, Delta Chi and
Relay for Life.
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Senior Anna-Claire Whrtehaad'i experience with JMadrfy.com waa
featured In a recent Glamour article.

Dim

The author of the March 2006 Glamour
magazine article "Click Here for Your Worst
Drunken Nightmare," said information was
exchanged between Clamour and the owners of JMaddy.com, in order to verify facts
about the Web site.
Koren Zailckas, a freelancer who
worked on the article for one year, said the
article was fact-checked by Glamour for nine
months, beginning last year and ending just
last month.
"I don't feel like we printed anything
that was incorrect," Zailckas said. "We
wouldn't have printed it if we didn't have
multiple sources saying the same thing."
She said Whitehead's account was verified
by several of her friends.
Senior Anna-Claire Whitehead, who is
mentioned in the Glamour article, said, "The
editor called all parties involved in the story
to check the facts once more before going
to print. If JMaddy really had an issue or
legitimate reason to refute what was said, it
would have been dealt with way before the
story ever hit the stands."
Junior Shy Pahlevani, founder of
JMaddy.com, said he was contacted by
Glamour and asked a series of questions
over e-mail. However, he said, they did
not ask about the particular incident
mentioned in the article, in which a
fMaddu.com cameraman allegedly filmed
Whitenead's skirt being flipped.
Pahlevani added that his lawyer has
written a letter to Glamour asking for a
retraction of the article and are currently
awaiting a response.

Professor discusses Potter's morality
Some feel popular novel series promotes rebellious, evil underlying message to readers
■Y MEGHAN PATRICK
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

"Harry Potter" was the topic
of discussion Monday for JMU
professor Elizabeth Gumruor, as
she shared her research on J.K.
Rowling's popular novels on the
public-radio station WMRA.
"There is much criticism
of the novels, especially from
a religious perspective, that
they aren't good for children,"
Gumnior said.
"Extremists would say that
the stories are avenues into the
occult while others stress that
the stories muddle morality, as
the children are able to break the
rules and not get in trouble."
Gumnior, professor of a
class titled The World of "Harry
Potter": A Critical CrossDisciplinary Examination, disagrees with this analysis.
"I feel that Rowling tnes
to present us with models of
moral and ethical behavior. She
shows us characters that are
good models of the different
stages of cognitive develop-

ment," Gumnior said.
"Rowling shows a very clear,
moral and ethical point to the
rule-breaking," Gumnior said.
"It's not arbitrary or rebellious,
but instead implies an underlying message of adult rules. It
suggests that some need to be
redefined."
Gumnior said her favorite "HarTy Potter" character is
Hermione Granger. "It's very
cool, because she is the one who
is moving through the development stages the fastest" she said.
"She's a goody two-shoes,
but ultimately the one who has a
very clear understanding of the
wizarding world as a complex
construct. She doesn't idealize
the magical world, but seeks to
understand it," Gumnior said.
"She isn't just a bookworm, she
works with what she learns in
an active way."
Headmaster
Albus
Dumbledore runs consistently
on the highest level of moral
development, according to
Gumnior, and is able to look at
principles of justice as a whole.

Gumnior was recently invited to the Smithsonian to make a
presentation at a seminar titled
"Making Muggle Magic."
"It was a lot of fun,"
Gumnior said. 'The diverse
audience was very interested
and engaged."
Despite having the label of
children's fiction, Gumnior feels
that her thesis explains why the
"Harry Potter" books appeal to
different ages.
'They are attractive to adults
because of their rich sense
of message we can all learn
something from these books,"
Gumnior said. "At all ages we
much take risks, to grow and
have success."
While Gumnior continues
to refine her ideas on "Harry
Potter" through her readings
and lectures, she is unsure at
this point about what she plans
to do next in her research.
The interest and popularity of "Harry Potter" is due to a
shared inkling that something in
this imaginary world makes it so
interesting," Gumnior said.

GenEd program
receives new dean
s* AMANDA WILSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Herb Amato, professor in the
Health Sciences department and
the Cluster Five coordinator of
the General Education program,
is set to be the next associate
dean of the General Education
program.
Amato was appointed to the
position after Violet Allain, former dean of the GenEd Program,
announced her retirement from
JMU. Her retirement will take
ttftd this June and in May,
she will run for a seat on the
H.irriMinpurg School Board.
Amato has been at James
Madison University for 18 years.
He was hired in 1988 as the
director of the Athletic Training
Education Program. In 19%, he
gave up the clinical part of athletic training and became the
Cluster Eive coordinator.

Filing a lawsuit against the magazine,
which owners of IMaddy.com have menboned
as a future plan, has raised some uncertainty
around the JMU community.
Roger Soenksen, a Media arts and design
professor who teaches a mass communication law course, said, "I don't know what
the legal grounds [for the suit| would be.
We'll just nave to see what course it runs."
The story idea came to Zailckas two
years ago when doing research for her
book, "Smashed," a memoir about her
experience with binge dnnking and alcohol abuse. She typed in "drunk girls" into
Google, and she said the onlv Web sites
that came up were pornographic.
"We live in an age of photo sharing,"
Zailckas said, adding that several Web
sites contain "voyeuristic shots of strangers." She wanted to examine that phenomenon, focusing on how today, many
college-age males nave much more access
to technology.
Whitehead agreed, saying "The
Cur pose of Koren s article was to show
DW our laws are not exactly up-to-date
with what is happening in our society. For
it to be legal for a man to sneak a picture
up a girl's skirt in a public place, and then
post it on the Internet for the world to see,
is horrific to me."
However, Whitehead said she was not
trying to take a jab at JMaddy.com, or to give
the impression that they are like the other,
more pornographic, Web sites mentioned
in the article.
She said, "It only became scary to
me when I saw a camera pointed in my
direction. That is where the line should be
drawn."

Linda Halpern, dean of the
General Education program
and the person responsible for
replacing Allain, said, "He was
involved in the original design
of the program."
"It seemed clear to me ... that
of the people working with us
right now, he was the nght person for the job," Halpem said.
Amato's
responsibilities
as dean will involve working
with students with issues such
as transfer credits and study
abroad credits. Amato will still
be able to teach, but also will
be taking on new administrative
responsibilities.
"I really enjoy working with
students. That's why I'm taking
this job. It will be a good growing expenence," Amato said.
Amato will officially become
associate dean of the General
Education Pn>gram on July 1,
2006.

^SgiPI

Prohntor Elliabath Gumnior recently presented her
-Harry Potter" research on WMRA Monday.

Crime Scene:
Carjacking occurs
on Hunters Road

AMY PATVJlSQHphiXo editor

Harb Amato will replace Linda Ha.pern a* GanEd dean
following har retirement.

Police are investigating a
potential car jacking which
occurred Mondav evening in the
1300 block of Hunters Road. At
around 5:30 p.m. police responded to the scene, where two male
victims had been carjacked at
gun point while they in their
1995 black Ford pickup truck.
According to a press release
tium the Harnsonburg Police
Department, the suspect took the
victims to Rockingham County,
east of Harnsonburg city limits.
The suspect then abandoned the
truck and the victims, fleeing on
foot. The victims sustained no
injuries.
The Harnsonburg Police K-9
unit later recovered the suspected weapon in a nearby field.
The suspect is described as

being a black male in his thirties, between 6-foot-2 and 6foot-3, heavy-set and having a
long nose and "bulging eyes."
He was reportedly weanng a
dark long-sleeved shirt and
dark pants.
Lt.
Boshart
of
the
Harnsonburg Police Department
said that students should remain
alert and aware of their surroundings. "Don't walk around
being oblivious to the situation
around you," he said.
Those with further information regarding the incident should call either Crime
Solvers at (540) 574-5050
or the Harnsonburg Police
Department at (540) 434-2545.
— from staff reports

Kelly Fisher. Layout Editor
breezegraphics@hotmail fom
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Larceny
A JMU student reported that a tire was removed
trom a vehicle parked on the second level of the
parking deck between Feb. 15 at 7:45 p.m. and
Feb. 16 at 10:30 am
A JMU student reported the theft of an unattended wallet containing a JAC Card, driver's license
and a bank card at Ashby Hall Feb 13 between
Sand 11:59 p.m.
A JMU student reported the theft of a fleece jacket
containing a JAC Card left unattended in a bathroom at Carrier Library Feb 18 at 2 p m.

ADVERTISING STAFF
Ada Managm:
Bree Mills
AMlttant Ads
Manager
Meghan ODonnel
Ad Exacutlvn.
Melissa Wans
Bnan Sikorski
Ragma Mannino
Ryan Dolt
Antnony Cotasufdo
Gabe Rodriguez

Specialty AdvatUalng
Executive:
Lola Saemore
Ada DMign Lead:
Tyler Adams
Ad Deaignera:
Kevan Maclver
Kelly Pedersen
Knsten Blanco
Bnan Sostak

Drunk in public
A JMU student was charged with being drunk in
public at Theatre II Feb 17 at 1 58 a.m.
Drunkenness
A JMU student was charged with drunkenness on
Greek Row Feb 18 at 1 13 a.m.

Property damage
While on routine patrol, a JMU officer discovered
two signs removed from the ground at Ikenberry
Service and Bluestone Drives Feb. 18.

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday
mornings and Ostntuted throughout James
Madison University and the local Hamsonburg
community Comments and complaints should
be addressed to Nathan Chiantella. editor
Main Telephone:
(5401 568-6127

Vandalism
A JMU student reported the destruction of a light
cover in a second-floor restroom in Potomac Hall
Feb 19.
Number of parking tickets since Aug 29:17,393

Editor: Nathan Chiantella
(540) 568-6749
breezeeditortthotmall. com
chiantnaQimu.edu
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Number of drunk in publics since Aug 29: 66

Advertising Department:
(540) 568-6127

DUKE DAYS

News Desk:
(540) 568-6699
breezenewsQhotmall. com

BluesTones and Volcemale Concert
JMU's own a cappella group The BlueTones is teaming up with Voicemale from
Brandeis College to put on a free concert.
The show starts at 9 p.m. tonight in Taylor
Down Under Come out and enjoy some
fabulous music and good times.

Arta and Entertainment Desk:
(540) 568-3151
breezeartsOhotmail. com
Sports Desk:
(540) 568-6709
tVBezesporrsOhofmai/.com

Photo/Graphics:
(540) 568-8041
bree2ephoto0hotmail.com
breezegraphicsOhotmali com

Hamsonburg
residents woke up
to a surpise snowfall Wednesday
morning that left
a blanket of snow
on the ground.

A JMU employee reported a scratch extending
trom the front to rear bumper of a vehicle in the
C11 Lot Feb 18 between 6:30 and 10p.m.

Contact Us

Opinion Desk:
(540) 568-3846
6rBezeop/nionOriofmai/.com

Surprise Snowfall!

BY KELLY FISHER/SENIOK WRITER
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Events Calenda
Black Student Alliance
Watch organizational teams as they test
their knowledge of black history. "Jeopardy" style! The event will take place tonight
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. in Health and Human
Services, room 2301. This event is sponsored by the Black Student Alliance.

Board of Visitors
Come learn about the history of the Board of
Visitors and the student representative position, and express your concern facing the
JMU community tonight at 7:30 p.m. in Taylor
Hall, room 203. This is a Social and Intellectual Wellness Passport event.

CLASSIFIEDS

MISSION

■ How to place a classified: Go to www.thetveeze.oru and elk* on the classified link or come into the office weekdays between 6 am and 5 p.m
■ Cost. S5.00 tor the first 10 words, S3 for each additional 10
words; boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
■ Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon Tuesday for
Thursday issue
■ Classifieds must be paid in advance in The Breeze office.

Trie Breeze, the student-run newspaper
of James Madison University, serves
student and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local
community. The Breeze strives to be
impartial and fair In its reporting and firmly
believes in its Fust Amendment rtgnts.

Timberline College Days March m - April 2nd merino weekends

MAILING ADDRESS
The Breeze
01 Anthony-Seeger Hall
MSC6805
James Madison University
Hamsonburg. Virginia 22807
Phone: (540) 568-6127
Fax: (540) 588-6736

Governor's Fellows Program

College Rates:
MUST hove valid college ID
Program Goals

$17.00 lift
$12.00 ski rental
$15.00 lesson

The hislonc and prestigious Virginia Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of outstanding and
highly motivated individuals the opportunity to experience firsthand the administration of slate govcrnmenl
in the Commonwealth. Established in 1982, the Governor's Fellows Program brings exceptional students
with creative ideas to state government — an experience that often leads lo careers in public service.
eligibility Requirement*

Night skiing Thurs. - Sat. until March 18th

Mid-week bunk lodging/slopeside available for $15,00 a night
call for details

Qualified applicants must be graduating college seniors or enrolled as degree candidates in a graduate or
professional school. Applicants must be enrolled in a Virginia college or university or must be a Virginia
resident if enrolled in an out-of-slate institution. They must also have a demonstrated comm ltment to
excel lence in academ ics, proven leadership ability, and involvement in extracurricular activities and
community service The selection of Fellows w ill be based solely on merit, without regard to race, sex,
national origin, religion, age, disability, or political affiliation

Big Mountain Excitement.

Timberline Four Seasons Resort • Davis, West Virginia

l.eagtI of Program

New Trail "Twister For 2005 - Increased

Fellows w ill be required to work full-lime in Virginia slate government. The 2006 Governor's Fellows
Program will begin Monday, June 5,2006 and continue through
Friday, July 28.2006.

SIT

Assign raeitj
Participants are placed in different positions in the Governor's Office and in various agencies throughout
the Executive Branch. The program attempts to match Fellows with compatible assignments according lo
background, interests and future goals.
Fuidiig
Stale funds arc not allocated for the Governor's Fellows Program. However, in previous years, colleges and
universities have distributed stipends to the Fellows selected from (heir institutions. Institutions are urged lo
make summer grants available. Applicants who will require financial assistance in order lo participate in
the program should discuss this matter with school officials before applying
Office of the Senior Vice President for Student A ffairs and University Planning 568-3685.

1-800-SNOWING www.timberlineresort.com
WV Resident Special - Every Thursday. SI5.00lift ticket and SI2.00 rentals Must
have valid state issued ID

■m

*?*# V ■** TUT—.mim S**m

lot oOOttonoi on»o tntorrnoMon
contact •)• fuel*! County
CVIaltOO-riI-1775

Applicatloi
The deadline for applying for the Summer 2006 Fellows Program is

5 p.m. March 8.2006.

West Virginia
Wilil ami VKmik-iful

For application aid additional Information please set this w ensile:
http:/ www.governor.virginii.gov/ServingVirginia/fellows.cfm

CAMPUS

K.H

h.iii.i Dull, Editor

Drew Lepp, Edilot
breeztnews @ hotmailtom
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Dolley Awards recognize outstanding students, faculty
Second annual
event is accepting
nominations
■v KELLY CONNIFF
CON7RJ8 tmNC WRITER
Nominations for the second annual Dolley
Awards, an event designed to recognize the contributions of students and faculty involved in organizations at JMU, are currently being accepted.
In order to be in the running for a Dolley, a fellow
student or faculty member must nominate someone
based on his or her opinion of the candidate's service
and work within the (ML' community.

"JMU is served by so many effective and dedicated students," said senior |ake Miller, who is helping
to coordinate the awards. "We want to provide a way
for people to be able to recognize positive role models
that work so hard."
The Dolley Awards, coordinated by Student
Organization Services, contains many categories.
Within the individual award category, there

are three awards and one scholarship available.
Miller said the Carrier award is for the ideal
overall male or female student who has volunteered in several different organizations.
The Taylor award addresses a student who has
helped make a significant contribution within one
organization, while the Coca-Cola scholarship offers a $1,000 academic scholarship toward the tuition of an individual who has influenced the JMU
and Harrisonburg community by creating awareness about substance abuse.
"All of the individual student awards and schol-

arship are meant to take into consideration the entire
amount of service that the student has completed during his or her fame at JMU," said senior Jess Misner,
who is also helping to organize the awards. These
awards are representative of years of hard work."
Misner said the faculty awards help recognize
faculty that assist the students and organizations in
achieving their goals. This includes the Hall Faculty
Award for Outstanding Service to Students, whicn
recognizes a faculty member that has made an exceptional commitment to students outside of the usual
requirements. The Bluestone Award for Outstanding
Advising helps distinguish a faculty member that has
encouraged and supported and organization.
Sophomore Kimberly Marcnuk is thinking
about nominating one of her professors. "She does
a really great job of integrating community service
with our class work, and I think that she deserves
recognition for her efforts," she said.
There are several organization-wide awards

available for groups within the categories of Front
End Budgeted groups and non-FEB groups. Nominated programs must have occurred during the period of January and December 2005.
The President's Award is given to a campuswide event and an event within an organization
that helped encourage students to engage in a social activity where alcohol was not present.
Nominations must be submitted by March 1
and then are "read by a panel of graduate students,
undergraduate students and faculty," Miller said.
The winners are announced at the Dolley
Awards on April 19 at a special ceremony.
"Its like a real awards ceremony," Misner said.
"We encourage the audience to dress up, we recite
all of the nominees, and the winner's names are announced from an envelope. Plus, all the nominees and
those who nominated them are invited to attend."
Nominations can be submitted online until
March 1 by visiting imu.eduiso*

Cuts to be made to
geography program
Three concentrations will be eliminated
■Y KFIIY SIMMERS
CONTRIBUTING WKITIR

JMU's geographic science major will be
undergoing sizeable changes which will
combine the program into one concentration and eliminate the three concentrations
currently available.
Ronald Kander, head of the geographic
science department, is in charge of the
program changes. He said he has already
spoken to seniors regarding the transitions
and plans to contact all other geographic
science students to explain the changes.
"We will still be called geography science. The only change is there will be
a single concentration in geospatial sciences," Kander said.
He went on to say that an official name
for the concentration will be chosen later.
He emphasized that the program will not
be a computer-based degree.
While the three concentrations of
global studies, environmental studies
and applied geographic science will be
dropped, students will be able to examine
the subjects thoroughly because classes
will still be offered in all areas.
Students with the aforementioned
concentrations will be allowed to finish
their planned course of study or given the
option to move to the new program.
Rumors had been circulating throughout
the department about the changes.
Senior Justin Dusold, among other
students, is concerned.

According to Dusold, the rumors
started when an anonymous e-mail was
circulated to geography students. The emait suggested that the major is losing its
concentrations and moving to strictly an
integrated science program.
"For people concentrating in one |area],
that set off alarms. We wondered if in a
few years we would have a viable major,"
Dusold said.
The program is currently home to 120
students who share nine core classes. The
classes don't have to be taken in a specific
order, and some students don't take the
core classes until their senior year. Kander
believes the changes will make the major
more united and functional.
Senior Stormie Alsruhe, the Geography
Club president, agrees that some changes
are needed.
"It's a good time to get the students
involved in restructuring the program,"
Alsruhe said.
"The program could be better, but I
think the concentrations should be kept. It
should be kept integrated," Alsruhe said.
A student committee will present their
ideas for the changes and, according to Kander,
have a say on the committees he appointed.
"We want it to be a science-based program for many reasons. We have goals
and visions for the direction of the |ISAT|
department, and this program must go
along with that vision. The geographic science niche is to solve human problems,"
Kander said.

by LAUREN PACK/ an dirrctor
Three of the geographical science c one en t rat (on > will be eliminated and combined Into one concentration called geospaclal sciences.

Sgt. educates females on sexual assault protection
BY DREW LEPP

Mivs tMTO*

photiM by FVIN SHOAP amfar p/uiograpt^r
Above: Sgt. Peggy Campbell demonstrates how to gouge out an eye with a
key. Right: The paper dolls that were made will be hung up around campus.

In order to raise awareness of sexual assault before "Take
Back the Night," the Paper Dolls presentation, held Tuesday
night educated females on how to protect themselves from
sexual assault as well as let audience members decorate paper
dolls with words that remind them of sexual assault and rape.
Sgt. Peggy Campbell, a Rape
Aggression Defense educator,
told the room of females, "I think
about {being raped] every single
day, and that's a shame."
The best defense a woman can
have against being attacked is to be
educated — but a swift, hard knee
to the groin or a jab of a key into the
throat are both effective techniques
as well, Campbell said dunng her
presentation.
Prevention is also key, everyday people make choices to protect themselves such as locking
doors or putting on a seatbelt,
and the same can be done to prevent a sexual attack. "Be a hard
target, whether it be protecting property or something
more personal," Campbell said.
If a person is attacked, there are various lines of defense the person can use, including, as Campbell put it,
"your big mouth." She said to make loud statements, like
"No" and Stand back" because questions like, "What are
you doing?" invite unwanted conversation.
Another method of protection, Campbell said, is women

can use personal weapons they carry around every day —
their fists, hands, knees and elbows in order to distract and
stun an attacker.
She made clear it is not a good idea to bite or scratch an
attacker because that does not distract — only hurts and can
elevate the level of aggression. She added, "You don't want
to catch any 'nasty' diseases from an attacker."
Even with the best lines of defense, rapes and sexual assaults occur. At that point she
said, "Your goal is to survive
that attack, and if the rape does
happen — be a good witness."
She also encourages women to play the "What 1(7* game.
She gave the example, "What if
i my lab partner is studying and
| he wants to take advantage of
the situation?" She encourages
females to have a plan of action in every event.
Senior Lauren Mazzotta
said after seeing the presentation, "It makes me realize
how much we take our safety
for granted."
After Campbell's presentation, the audience was asked to create paper dolls
decorated with words that reminded them of rape and
sexual assault, which will be hung up around campus
during the week of "Take Back the Night".
Sophomore Laura Coodwyn, inspired by the presentation, put phrases associated with fighting back and
moving on after sexual assault like "sexual revolution,"
and "forward, march," on her doll.

Naval Academy charges star football player with rape
■Y RAY RIVERA AND JON GAILO
Tilt WASHINGTON POST

A star football player at the U.S. Naval
Academy has been charged under military law with raping a female midshipman in her dorm room, the school said
Wednesday
The charges stem from a Jan. 29 incident in which senior Lamar S. Owens Jr.,
last season's quarterback and team co-captain, allegedly entered the female midshipman's room in Bancroft Hall and raped
he* according to charging documents.
Owens, 22. of Savannah, Ga., has been
charged with rape, conduct unbecoming
an officer and a related count for indecent
assault. The female midshipman's name,
age and other personal information was

being withheld by the academy.
I he academy said in a statement
that it has assigned the alleged victim a
personal advocate "and is doing everything it can to protect the victim, as well
as offer support and counseling."
Owens, meanwhile, remains in
school while he awaits a preliminary
hearing. A date has not been set. He was
not available for comment Wednesday,
academy spokesman Rod Gibbons said.
Owens has been assigned a military defense lawyer. Gibbons said.
Calls to Owens's parents in Georgia were not immediately returned
Wednesday morning.
The academy said it is has taken
steps to prevent contact between Owens and the alleged victim.

"It's important to emphasize that
these are accusations and that he's innocent until proven guilty," Gibbons said.
Academy officials declined to discuss the case further. The charges are
based on an investigation by the Naval
Criminal Investigative Service.
Owens was voted the football
team's most valuable player by his
teammates after rushing for 880 yards
and 11 touchdowns and throwing for
1,299 yards and six touchdowns to
lead Navy to a record of eight wins and
four losses after a victory in the Poinsettia Bowl. The 5-foot-9, 185-pound
Owens, .i hrst-vear starter, set school
records this fall for passing yards per
attempt (10.6), yards per completion
(20.6), passing yards per attempt in

a career (10.5) and total offense yards
per play in a career (6.0). Owens finished with 1,009 rushing yards during his career, which earned him the
school's Joe Bellino Award, which is
presented to varsity football player of
the graduating class who amassed the
most career rushing yards.
The allegations come amid heightened scrutiny at the military service
academies over issues of sexual assault
and sexual harassment. That is a response
to reports by female cadets at the Air Force
Academy of extensive problems in 2003.
The Naval Academy has had its own
scandals. In 2001, three football players
resigned from the academy to avoid
prosecution on charges of allegedly raping a classmate. That case brought harsh

criticism about the academy's handling
of the allegations. The school drew unwanted attention again in 2003 after a
senior midshipman was expelled for
inappropriate contact with at least three
female midshipmen, including a former
freshmen who accused him of rape.
Owens, a popular player among
his teammates, has been assigned
to work with surface warfare after
graduating from the academy this
spring. He emerged as a leader on the
football team after his junior season,
which he spent as the team's back-up
quarterback, when he spent last summer at the academy, helping coordinate voluntary practices, where he
worked with the team's receivers in
passing drills.
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Risk of
robbery
raises
gambling
stakes

President's
tenure
comes to a
close
■Y ELLEN BARRY AND STETHEN BRAUN
LOS ANGELES TIMES

si Tin KI s \ VARGAS
mi M UMNGTONKKT
The first time Iloug Thomas looked up from
his cards to see a gun pointed at him. the chips
on the felt-topped poker table were piling up
to about $100 a pot. The Texas Hold 'km BUM
was just revving up last month at the suburban
electrical shop when two masked men, armed
with a semi.iutom.itic handgun, ordered players facedown on the floor.
I he second time was less than two
weeks later and |ust ,i lew bl«u k-. IWAV. Nine
players had paid $500 each for a seat .it the
poker game at Ins apartment, but I homas
wasn't making anv monev. other than the
few bucks he skimmed on each pot to pay
for food and drinks. The piz/a and wings
had |ust arrived when the police officers
showed, weapons drawn
It suin.l tin- hell OUl oi us. s,nd Thomas,
42, a mortgage broker in Manassas. Va. "When
ue figured out i( WMtneODpa, then1 was a sense
nl relief."
But the reliel lasted onlv for a moment.
I homas was butted
As poker's populanty explodes, swallowing basements and living rooms in its wake,
the danger also has increased, police say. No
one tracks the number of poker-game heists
because they are recorded simply as robbem"..
and many go unreported by hosts fearful of
gambling charges.
for pottot) the mixture of a high-stakes
game in a low-secunty spot such as a home is
i.mse tor worry
It cm be .i situation for a very volatile
event to occur," said It Rich Pen-/, a suburban
Fairfax County, Va., police spokesman. "Throw
in there just one person wanting to capitalize) in
the monev md you Bit going to end up with a
robberv or shooting or something."
Police say that in the past 1 1II years, calls
about private poker games have increased
steadily, including complaints from relatives
worried about depleted savings accounts and
from neighbors tired of watching cars clog culde-sacs the same night each week.
I hose hosting games at home an* more

il.Mf.invr. vi Pmt photo by JOHN MCDONNELL
A player shows his hand In a private Texas Hold 'Em game In Woodbridg*. Va. At poker's
popularity explodes In private homes, police say the danger also has Increased, with such
games ripe for robberies.
likely to face criminal charges if they "rake the
pot" taking a cut of the pnxveds. But gambling
laws differ from state to state For example, in the
Washington region, a person caught gambling in
Virginia can be charged with a misdemeanor, but
running an illegal gambling operation is a felon)
Washington, D.C., itself does not consider private
poker games illegal, the attorney general's office
said. In Maryland both acts are misdemeanors,
but suburban Montgomery County police said
they do not target "friendly" games
"If it's a bunch of neighborhood guys who get
together on Friday night, and they all chip in $15
to buv beer and pizza, and their wives are in the
next room playing bunco, that's something we
don't investigate," said Detective Michael Herbert of the Montgomery vice section.
"What we're looking for is when someone
is profiting. We figure, on average, these guys
make $2,000 to $3,000 a night for every night
they run a game."
In November, police investigated a robbery
in which two masked men tix>k about $5,000,
watches, cell phones and car keys from plaverv .it
a lexas Hold 'Fm tournament in a private Fairfax home. [Woof the players that night were also
present for the Manassas robbery in late January,
leading point- to investigate a possible link.
In December, police arrested two off-duty
Havmarket, Va., police officers standing sentry at
an illegal poker game in suburban Great Falls, Va.
The people running that game were concerned
enough about security that they hired the officers
as guards.

"You used to have to worrv about the guys
at the table taking your money. Now you have
to worry about cops and robbers," said Thomas,
who was charged with running an illegal gambling operation.
'There's a bunch of us passionate poker
players that can't play poker anymore unless
we want to drive three hours up to Atlantic City.
We're not trying to be a menace in our community. We're |ust trying to play poker."
They're not alone. Advertisements for local
games abound on the Internet. The National
Council on Problem Cambling said that 80 percent of adults admitted gambling at least once
last year and that one in five calls to its help
hotline was about poker. The Bravo and ESPN
cable networks dedicate hours to the subject.
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas just opened a $12
million, 8,500-square-foot poker room.
As the nsks increase, the friendlv home
game is changing. The list of Internet invitations, once sent to hundreds of strangers, has
narrowed. Guns were once prohibited .is an
unspoken rule, but players might now be packing heat. And some hosts are willing to take in
some profit — and risk arrest — so they can pay

foi security.
'These games aren't going to stop, no matter what," said Thomas, who is awaiting a
March 30 court date. "We should do something
to make it more secure."
"We're still playing now," he added. "Just
because we got guns pointed at our heads
doesn't mean we stop."
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Besieged Harvard President I-awrence H. Summers announced Tuesday that he would resign at the
end of the academic year, avoiding open warfare with
a growing bloc of alienated faculty members and ending a five-year tenure mired in controversy.
Summers, a former Treasury secretary renowned
for his intellect and his impatience, had appeared to
weather fractious relations with the esteemed universit\ s Faculty of Arts and Sciences last year after he
made public amends for his acerbic management style
and for remarks that had angered many of Harvard's
female faculty members.
But Summers fell victim to a recurring spate of internal clashes with professors and new concerns about
his handling of the resignation of a popular dean and
a legal scandal involving an old friend in the university's economics department.
During a telephone news conference Tuesday,
Summers said he nad made the decision on his own
last week after concluding "very reluctantly that the
agenda for the university I cared about, as well as
my own satisfaction, would be best served by stepping down."
Summers's stint as Harvard's president was one of
the shortest in the university's history. Derek C. Bok,
who served as Harvard president for two decades,
from 1971 to 1991, was named interim president and
will take over on July 1 until a new candidate is chosen by the Harvard Corp., the university's governing
board. Summers said he would take a sabbatical and
return to Harvard as one of the school's elite "university professors."
Summers said he was leaving with a sense of
satisfaction for overhauling Harvard's undergraduate courses, improving science facilities and
launching a major expansion in the Boston neighborhood of Allston.
But he wearily admitted to "mixed emotion," expressing regret for "rifts and cleavages" that continually damaged his relations with faculty members. At
the same time. Summers complained that faculty "parochialism" thwarted his initiatives.
Certainly there were moments when I could have
challenged the community more wisely and more respectfully," Summers said. 'Those, too, are lessons to
be learned."
Summers insisted that his hand had not been
forced by the corporation board, whose seven members guide university planning and hiring decisions.
sf e PRES, page 5
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Medicare to pay for weight-reduction surgery PRES: Harvard
president leaves
»v Ju-Ki-i CHOW;

LOSANOEl£5 TIMES

Medicare Tuesday endorsed
three types of stomach-shrinking surgery, saying the controversial procedures can offer
Americans safe and effective
ways to treat obesity.
The announcement was seen
as a boost for the popular operations, known as bariatric surgery,
which had come under a cloud in
recent years because of concerns
about tneir safety.
"In the right hands, bariatric
surgery can benefit patients," said
Steve Phurrough of the Centers
for Medicare & Medicaid Services,
which sets policy for the federal
health program.
Under the new rules. Medicare
will pay for the surgery for obese
patients who are suffering from
other health problems related to
their weight, as long as they undergo the procedure at centers that
have been certified as well-qualified by the American College of
Surgeons or the American Society
of Bariatric Surgery.
Although some insurers don't
cover it, the number of people
undergoing the
procedures,
which cost between $25,000 and
$40,000, has increased rapidly,
jumping from about 16,000 op-

erations in 1992 to an estimated
170,000 in 2005.
The decision was hailed by
proponents of the surgery, who
see it as providing one of the only
effective options for Amencans
struggling with obesity.
"This is very positive for millions of Americans," said Morgan Downey of the American
Obesity Association.
The decision could also open
the door for Medicare to cover
other treatments for obesity, such
as nutritional counseling, physician-supervised weight-loss programs and perhaps weight-loss
drugs, Downey said.
"We've been waiting to see
how they responded to the surgical side. This will give us a cue
as to where to go next," Downey
said. "I think we'll start seeing
Medicare start looking at other interventions."
Because private health insurers
often follow Medicare's lead, several experts predicted the decision
would have broader implications.
"The health system in general has largely ignored paying
for weight-loss interventions
up to this point. This is going
to help them reconsider that,"
Downey said.
But critics denounced the decision, saying the procedures are

dangerous.
'The decision to continue coverage is ill-advised and will expose
many people, especially theelderlv.
to high risk," said Paul Emsberger
of Case Western Reserve School
of Medicine. "There may be some
benefits, but there are alternative
safe and effective treatments for
every obesity-related condition."
With one-third of Americans
obese, public health experts have
become increasingly concerned
about the long-term impact on the
nation's health. Despite numerous efforts to get Americans to eat
better and exercise more, many
people find it impossible to lose
significant amounts of weight and
keep it off, especially those who
are extremely overweight.
Surgeons perform several
variations, but all involve sharply
restricting the size of the stomach.
The procedures can enable people
to lose hundreds of pounds, alleviating disabilities and preventing,
even sometimes reversing, serious
health problems such as diabetes
and high blood pressure.
But the rapid increase in the
surgeries has raised alarm about
their safety, especially when performed by inexperienced surgeons at centers that offer limited follow-up care.
Patients are prone to life-threat-

ening complications, including
bleeding, blood clots, leakages and
infections. Even those with no serious complications can expenence
unpleasant side effects, including
nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
As a result, they require intensive
counseling and monitoring.
The concerns have led a number of large insurers to refuse to
cover the procedures. In October,
two large new studies concluded
that the surgery is much riskier
than had been thought, with patients facing a far greater chance of
being hospitalized and dying following the procedures.
The following month, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services recommended the program only pay for the operations
for the disabled, saying tney were
too risky for the elderly.
But after further analysis indicated that the procedures could be
safe for the elderly as long as they
are performed by experienced surgeons, the agency decided to approve coverage for them as well,
Phurrough said.
The coverage will be limited
to three of the most commonly
performed procedures: Roux-enY gastric bypass, gastric banding
and biliopancreatic diversion with
a duodenal switch, Phurrough
said.

PRES, from page 4
"Cbviousry, in talking to a number of people, I spoke with
members of the corporation, but it was my decision,'' ne added.
Still, over the past week, several members of the corporation had begun privately interviewing a number of
disenchanted faculty members, hinting that they were
trying to decide whether to intervene before a critical noconfidence vote scheduled for next week by the Arts and
Sciences faculty.
Several professors board members appeared concerned
that relations between Summers and his Arts and Sciences
faculty were reaching a breaking point.
The two camps drifted apart last year after Summers
angered women faculty members. Dunng an onstage
presentation. Summers had questioned whether "issues
of intrinsic aptitude" rather than gender discrimination
played a cntical role in the paucity of female professors in
Harvard's science and mathematics departments.
Weeks later, he apologized and promised to listen more
keenlv to faculty complaints. But in recent months, several
faculty members said, there were new causes for concern.
Summers also drew fire for his handling of a messy
lawsuit against Andrei Shleifer, a friend and a prominent
Harvard economist who was accused of defrauding the
U.S. government through a funding program designed to
help transform Russia into a market economy. Harvard defended Shliefer, then agreed last August to pay a $26 million penalty.
But for many faculty members, the final blow was the
resignation last month of Arts and Sciences Dean William
C. Kirby. Many faculty members felt that Kirby was forced
to resign — a move that came suddenly two months after
Summers had insisted publicly that be was not pressing
for Kirby's ouster.
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Progression of amendment a sign of political regresssion Collegiate Adderall use both

unwarranted and dangerous
■v SARAH Dim
COKTMUTIKC WRITtR

Virginia seemed to be making such progress away from its Neolithic days of knee-jerk Republican politics. It almost seemed as
though electing two I)emoerabc governors in a row was harkening
a new era of actual political contest, in which the talking heads may
refer to Virginia as a battleground state and not laugh.
How wrong we were to think so. Last Friday, elected officials
took further steps toward the banning of all but the most heterosexual of unions within the state.
In 2004, a Virginia House bill proposed that same-sex unions
could not be a civil right because it would cause too great a social change in a short time.
And since outlawing change was not enough, 2006 has seen our
state representatives further outlaw what they already outlawed.
Last week brought a change in the language from the proposed constitutional amendment barring gay marriage, which now explicitly
states that "marriage is between one man and one woman."
Due to similarly worded Bill of Rights proposals in the House and
Senate, it is very plausible that Virginia voters will see the amendment on the Nov. 7 election ballot. The bill will likely be printed in
its exact wording on the ballot, so that voters can decide how banned
thev want the banned practices to be. Not only can voters choose to
void same-sex marriages or civil unions, they can also opt to outlaw

BerwMcs

Step right up to crush, snort
or swallow your way into a
higher level of educabon. Never
mind the inevitable side effects
of paranoia, uncontrollable hyperactivitv, delusional visions,
and the nsk of strokes or even
heart attacks; your education just
got a little easier brought to you
by drugs such as Adderall.
Because of the abusive use
of energizing pills like Adderall
— costing a minimum of $50 a
bottle — students can now stay
up for 12 hours at a time studying
their little hopped-up brains out
until they crash and bum, leading
uSem into a deep exhaustion as
Uic drug leaves their bodies. Nonprescribed "recreabonal" users
run the greatest risk of addiction
as well as accidental overdose.
I-oss of appetite, thinning of hair,
as well as looking hornbly unattractive to alt of us straight-edge
kids also an- loimnon side effects.
Several conclusions can be
drawn about these pill poppin',
Adderall lovin', sleep losin' kids.
At $50 a bottle, one must be relativelv well-off to acquire these
seeds iM knowledge. And if you
need a pill to make you stay up
later so you can finish the tiresome work that college does
undoubtedly provide, chances
are you aren't using your own
money, but rather mommy and
daddy's cold hard cash that they
send you at a drop of a pin. Basically, you're loaded and lazy
— congratulations
If you have to resort to putting some alternative substance
into your body — damaging vour
body both mentally and physically to accomplish the tasks that
college demands of you — should
you really be here? There an*
bmes when we all wished there
were 48 hours in a day, this way
24 could be spent sleeping. But,
as we all tragically realize at some
point, there isn't; and taking a pill
to create the illusion that then*
is can safely be called pathetic.
If you cannot handle the higher
level of educabon that college
was created lor, vou might want

legal contracts between unmarried couples of the same sex.
Governor Kaine's spokesman, speaking as the voice of reason,
pointed out that such a proposed amendment carries with it "unintended consequences." In Virginia's desperate attempt to illegalize all things homosexual, the intentionally broad wording of the
bill casts many other so-called "acceptable" practices into quntioft
such as a joint bank account for female housemates, brothers making each other benefactors in their wills, ot sisters granting each
other powers of attorney.
Homosexuality is a pretty ridiculous thing to be afraid of, yet it
is obviously fear, not concerns of "family" or "society" that drives
the quest of Virginia lawmakers. To go so far as to prohibit powers
of attorney or bank accounts is above and beyond protection of the
"sanctity of marriage;" the far reaching implications proposed by
this amendment are nothing short of blatant discrimination.
As Linda Royster said on our campus last week, Virginia's
homosexual community finds itself facing the lingenng question,
which is not is it possible?" but rather, "how much further will
they go?" While the political history of blind conservatism is not a
positive indication, Virginia's voters have a chance this November
to stop this wave of legalized discrimination, and it is hopeful they
will stem the tide.

THK LINES

Government interference puts price on the planet
BY PATRICK CALLAHAN
SCMOR WRITER

Governmental meddling into environmental affairs is not a new occurrence.
However, the kind of interference seen
over the past five to six years is inexcusable. That the president of the United
States would stand in front of the nation
during the State of the Union Address and
pledge his commitment to increased funding for alternative, more environmentally
safe sources of energy and then blatantly
create or approve policy much to the contrary is a sad example of where the environment lies on our leaders' agendas.
The speech failed to mention any shortterm fixes for our "addiction to oil" and fi>cused instead on long-term goals. The environment is not in a state that can wait 10 or
15 years to be addressed. By that time, it may
be too late to fix the problem and our children will suffer the consequences. There arc
things we could do now, like institute minimal changes in the way we consume energy.
Automobile manufacturers could easily be
forced by the government to produce only
the most environmentally sound vehicles,
but this would cut into the profits of not only
car companies but oil companies — two industries that carry a lot of political weight.
The government amid step in and curb the

OFF Tn:

abilitv of big corporations to pollute the environment by holding them to set standards
and getting rid of the point-swapping that allows one under-polluting company to sell the
rest of its permitted pollutant space so that
an over-polluting company can meet and
exceed its own permit limits. But all these
things require stepping on the toes of powerful pnvate business sectors — a task our leaders don't seem to have the courage to do.
Policy-makers have kept the Bureau
of Land Management on an ever-quickening pace to confirm and assign more and
more drilling permits for fossil fuels. This
has sidetracked the agency to the point
that it is no longer able to fulfill its obligations .is a protector ot the environment.
In many instances, the traditional monitoring of drilling effects is contracted out
to private firms that comcidentally work
for the same energy companies doing the
drilling. Does this not scream conflict of
interest? I suppose in the oil industry's
"find-it-dnll-it-sell-it" mentalitv this is
but a minor technicality.
The Bureau of Land Management is
forced to focus primarily on energy related work and cannot spend nearly enough
time in the field monitoring the effects of
drilling on different species and on the
environment. Coincidence? I don't think
so. Some of the biggest lobbying agencies

on Capitol Hill work for the oil industry.
On the other hand, environmental agencies have nowhere near the record-breaking profits of the big oil companies. The
same goes for individual congressional
leaders. Oil companies have far more
funds to donate toward campaigns than
do small profit or non-profit environmental agencies.
If this trend is allowed to continue,
the environment will be so disgustingly
over-exploited that it won't take a scientist with a degree to see the damning
effects of inadequate environmental protection policies. Industry can't and won't
fund alternative energy programs until
the likelihood of profit equals or erases
fear of the risk involved — this will require government to pick up the slack. Mr.
Bush was quoted in the New York Times
as dissecting a loyal White House scientist s statement on alternative energy as
follows: "I think what he's saying is one
of these days, we're going to take wood
chips, put them through the factory, and
it's going to be fuel you can put in your
car. Is that right?" One of these days our
leaders will stand up to big businesses
polluting our world — but don't expect it
to be anytime soon.
Patrick CalloUan is a senior political science major.

to think about getting out.
The excuses for abusing drugs
that are intended for people with
real health problems are completely and utterly stupid. Just
because you attend a prisbne art
academy, are on a sports team,
or are involved in numerous extracurricular activities does not
give you the right to chow down
these stimulants allowing you to
be Superman for the night. Everyone is busy, constantly on the
go, and partially insane because
of all the work that is asked of us.
However, not all of us choose to
partake in the illegal and recreational consumption of drugs to
maintain a high GPA.
The issue is not even about
students who take stimulants like
Adderall having an advantage
over us students who do not, for
both the physical and emotional
side effects will eventually catch
up them if they continuously use
and abuse the drug. The problem is that students feel that they
have the nght to illegally purchase and consume a mind-altering substance.
Apparently the fad of downing Red Bulls, drinking bottles of
Coke or numerous cups of coffee
is a thing of uSe past in our bodyIUHMIOUS M*iel>
those liquids just had too many calories.
This new-and-im proved way of
consuming pills that leave bodies less motivated to eat, and
therefore thinner, is clearly the
more desirable choice.
Yup, natural caffeine is just
way too old school for this generation, which needs to have everything placed on a silver platter
and brought to them. Who wants
to take the bme and effort to actually pour something into a mug
like green tea and then place the
tea bag in the mug and stir?
Not to mention that death
is also a small side effect of Adderall use, especially to first-time
users who do not know the exact
amount their bodies are capable of
handling. But hey, if you still think
the benefits from taking these
drugs outweigh the costs, I hope
you're getting your $50 worth.
Sarah Delia is a freshman English and art history major.
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A "way-to-be-patriotic" dart to JMU for not celebrating President's Day, even though the university is named
after one of America's finest leaders.

Winter Olympics suffer from
lack of true, interesting sports

From an annoyed, true-blue sophomore who just wanted to
enjoy a good old, all-American holiday

A"knights-in-shining-aimor-now-wear-blue" pat to the
three JMU police officers who helped a damsel in distress
get into her car after she locked her keys inside.

iv RYAN SMITH
/Mil.) NEWS
There's no need to beat around the bush here — the Winter Olvmpics are boring. The events are so dull, only lethargic grunts such as
"blah," "meh" and "eh" can describe them. It's the most apathy-inducing event uSis side of the Westminster Kennel Club Dog Snow.
However, every four years, Americans forget the previous Olympics
<>f winter and try to get into the ice-and-snow spectacular again. But
soon after events like curling, snowboarding and speedskating begin,
that initial excitement turns to the aforemenboned halfheartedness.
That "blah" sensation isn't a lack of pride, bme to watch or cable coverage; it's a lack of interest — or better yet a lack of sport Nothing the Winter
Olympics offers, besides hockey, should truly be classified as a "sport."
The Winter Olympics suffers from what I like to call "Professional Wrestling Syndrome," where what is being advertised as a
sport isn't a sport: it's entertainment.
In the late 1990s, when it was discovered professional wrestling
scripted its shows. World Wrestling Entertainment attempted to save
its own image by practically admitting its product was "fake," tagging
the organization as sports-entertainment. The concept was to be 50 percent sport and 50 percent entertainment, but in practice it is usually
slanted toward entertainment. When American wrestling fans found
out WWE events were partially fake, most dropped it like a bad habit
because it wasn't sport — exactly like the Winter Olympics.
Don't get me wrong. I'm not suggesting the Winter Olympics are
scripted, just that most of the events should not be considered sports.
Let me put it this way: Although everyone involved in the Winter Olympics is an athlete, what those athletes do is entertainment
— like a Hulk Hogan wrestling match. Now, Hogan is by all means
an athlete, but his wrestling is for audience entertainment — he does
not legitimately want to beat the crap out of The Rock. You might not
care who wins, but you'll still watch because you're waiting for the
Big Boot, l-eg Drop and ensuing pose down.
see OLYMPICS, page 7

From a junior girl who learned not only the basics of car
locks, but also thai she needs lo duel tape her keys to herself
in the future

t
/

A "maybe-you-should-get-the-whole-story-beforeyou-dart" dart to the girl criticizing people who park in
handicapped spots without visible handicaps.
From a girl who has recovered enough from lung transplant surgery lo return to school, but is not auile ready to
tackle Ihe JMU hills.

An "even-James-Madison-saw-that" dart to the disrespectful litterbug who dumped his empty Chick-Fil-A
box into a large planter by the statue before hopping
into a getaway car.
From an astonished sophomore who was baffled by your lazinm and disrespect while she wailed for Ihe bus.

A "your insduntv-makes-my-day" pat to all the loose
women at JMU who willingly participate in provocahve behavior and then cry when it ends up on the Web.
fc-mail darts and pah ki
bnczrdp<« hutmulrom.
I)<i't\ A Han art \uhmititd ant»\\mtmsl\ and
ptmlnl mi a i/w< r .umlahlr MUM Suhmixium are
bawd upon ime prrum \ npimaa of a «nr/i umu
rum. person nr event and da not nerettarily reflect
ihe irulh

From a guy who has respect for the small handfid of women who
are decisively promiscuous, and finds the rest of you hilarious.

A "feel-up-your-own-butt" dart to the guy who thought
it would be funny to slap my rear end on the bus.
From a senior girl who hopes tliat the slap m the head knocked
some WflW into yen
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Grassroots org provides practical outlet for conservation
The recent articles involving environmental issues in our great
nation have recently caught my attention. The topics of ANWR.
or drilling for oil in Alaska, and the article by Alex Simey on how
ignorant people are to environmental issues from the Feb. 20 issue of The Breeze, are subjects that should not be taken lightly. If
you want to become more involved and aware of environmental issues. 1 would strongly suggest that you research the Southern Utah
Wilderness Alliance, or SUWA. SUWA is one of the major grassroots organizations in support of ecological issues in Washington,
D.C. Its main goal is to build and maintain public support for the
preservation of wilderness. Southern Utah and the entire Colorado
Plateau area is an area of majestic beauty. The preservation of such
wilderness areas would support the local economy through tourism, continue protecting the wildlife that calls this area home, and
simply provide visitors to experience the magnificence of nature
that many forget when surrounded by the concrete, roads and traffic lights that surround us today. I urge you to visit the Web site,
suuw.org, to learn more about the grassroots organizing and planning that goes on in order to protect one of the last, and greatest.
American wilderness areas.
ken la Ferrin
junior communications major
Changes to Employee Appreciation Day are less appreciative
Now they want us to give blood.
I was saddened to read of the changes JMU has made to Employee
Appreciation Day, particularly in regards to the addition of a "Community Awareness Fair" to the festivities. Most employees looked forward to the event which has gotten bigger and better each vear.
This new. scaled-down version will now eliminate many employees from attending any event, simply because their offices
must remain open. Many offices allowed some employees to attend
in the morning, and the others in the afternoon. That way everyone
could enjoy a part of the day.
Anyone who works at |MU has appreciation for their fellow
employees and departments. We work together all year and are dependent on each other. This day was designed to enable us to get to
know each other a little better, in a less official environment.
We live in the community and many of us are involved as volunteers and give support in many ways. A community awareness
fair just seems out of place. It would be better to recognize those
employees who give time and talents back to their local communibes, rather than coerce them all to do so.
If Employee Appreciation Day has run its course, or become too
expensive, the powers that be should just be up front about it. We
employees are used to budget cuts. I rather liked being appreciated
instead of the one appreciating everything else for a day.
Elaine Manss
staff member, Educational Tech and Media Center
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PERSPECTIVES

Of roller coasters, empty wallets and true love
«> Ji 11 WATSON
cownuauTwc wurrtR
When you were little, were you ever
scared of roller coasters? Whether it was the
Trip to Cotton Candy Mountain" or "Barf
Machine Extravaganza," we have all been
slightly uneasy when it comes to roller coasters. Roller coasters come with cautionary
warnings and somewhat prepare you for
the ride you are about to experience; why
doesn't love?
Roller coasters are a lot like relationships
and love in general, and they represent the
personalities of guys and girls alike. When
in love, you start out with the steep fall that
immediately steals your every breath. You
are then tossed and turned through winding tunnels and an unpredictable track.
Throughout this amazing journey, you may
cry. smile, laugh, or just plain vomit. In the
end, just when you think you have figured
out the course of the excursion and get comfortable, it ends.
Each individual roller coaster has its specific design. Although some may seem alike,
when you take a closer look, there is some secret or defining factor that blows you away.
Much like love, roller coasters can come off as
terrifying and intimidating. Yet, we still have
that attraction to fear. We know it is scary and
may not be fun, but we still want to do it. We
still have those questions of, "What if?" or,
"Why not?" If we walk away from the ride, it
is an experience that will never happen. It is
a lost opportunity at something different. On
the other hand, if we take the ride, we might
plunge too deep and feel as though you will
be strapped in forever. It is something unpredictable. In the end, it is your choice: roller
coaster or the predictable merry-go-round.
For guys, another thing that may come
with love is the economic loss that has come
to be known as 'The Girlfriend." Throughout the relationship, weekend dates pile up
and a guy's wallet seems to quickly shrink.
Dinner for two, even at a fast-food restaurant, can cost up to $2(1 Next you spend $15
for two tickets to a movie you really did not
want to see anyway. Then if your girl eats
like an army of soldiers, you are out another
$8 at the concession stand. Before you know

it, a single date can cost up to $40. Whatever
happened to just wearing a guy's pin and going steady?
Love can be a very costly experience.
Both guys and girls hedonistically have their
bank accounts serve as their hearts. With every date and every instance you are together,
you are pulling out your cash and giving
away something you once owned and cherished — your heart. It can be stolen away as
fast as money. The trick is to not have a "hole
in your pocket" and hide that "go-to" stash.
More importantly, your heart and feelings
cannot be purchased with all the money in
the world. It is a precious and fragile thing.
You may end up stuck and alone, without a
penny to spare. To keep your "waller" forever occupied, be certain that both sides are
willing to "share the costs."
Many may feel that college students are

too young and immature to know the true
value and meaning of love. Come on, everyone has rode a roller coaster and has been
broke from time to time. As for me, there was
one roller coaster that held me tight throughout the whole course and took my breath
away. When it was done, although sometimes
it still hurts, it was an experience I will never
forget. You never forget your first thrill ride,
right? The ride is done, but I still find myself
learning from it and remembering the initial
takeoff. Yes, my bank account was empty
from time to time, but I was never "flat out
broke." It may have cost me a piece of my
heart, but the payback was unforgettable. Be
sure to never keep your "wallet" empty and
go ahead and take that ride, for some of the
best things in life are unexpected.
Jeff Watson is a freshman justice studies
major.

Editorial policies
Responses to all articles and opinions published in The Breeze are
welcome and encouraged. Letters should be no longer than 250
words, must include a phone number for verification and can be emailed to breezeopinionShotmail.com or mailed to MSC 6805 Gl,
Anthony-Seeger Hall, Harnsonburg, VA 22807. The Breeze reserves
the right to edit all submissions for length or grammatical style.
The home editorial reflects the opinion of the editorial board as a whole, and
is not necessarily the opinion of any individual staff member of The Breeze
Editorial Bond:
Nathan Chiantella, editor in chief
Kristen Green, managing editor
Brian Goodman, opinion editor
The opinions in this section do not necessarily reflect the opinion of the
newspaper, this staff, or fames Madison University.

Olympics: Entertainment value lacking in Winter Games
OLYMPICS, from page 6

Much like Hulk Hogan, United States figure skater John Baldwin
is by all accounts an athlete, but you're not watching for the fierce
competition. We're watching and waiting for him to miss the triple
toe loop and smack his face on the ice — much like a Hogan aftermatch pose down.
Much like professional wrestling, if there*s no entertainment
value in the event, a feud is needed to spark interest. Former
Sirofessional wrestler Stone Cold Steve Austin once had a famous
eud with his boss, Vince McMahon. They didn't produce the
most entertaining matches, but people still watched because of
the hatred between the two.
By contrast we have to travel almost 30 years into the past to find
the last instance of a hot Winter Olympic feud that sparked the interest of America. However, in the 1980 Winter Olympics in Lake Plac-

Peace Corps at
James Madison Univ.
,

Peace Coips
Lite is calling.
Mow tar will you 90?
www.peacecofps.gow
800.424.8580

Ryan Smith is a columnist for Ball State University's Daily News.

4ET YOUR FREE PIC T-fMT!!!

Come learn about Peace
Corps service. Your
teaching skills can make a
difference in many lives the experience might very
well change yours!

Katie M. Auville
Stylist
Specializing in
Haircuts & styles
Foil Highlights
Formal/Wedding Updos & Makeup

Monday, February 27
Teacher Recruitment Fair
9:00- 11:00 a.m.
Festival Conference
& Student Center

1910Erickson Ave.
432-6775 or 820-9852

For information, contact
ktorrestepeacetorps yov

id, N.Y., Americans started to notice hockey a little more. It wasn't
gaining popularity, but it was a side story to the Cold War between
the United States and USSR — two of the teams in the hockey games.
In wrestling terms, a feud was going on, and Americans were soon
interested in hockey.
That's why the Winter Olympics will never have a consistent
popular audience that watches, because almost nothing that takes
place is an actual sport like football, baseball or basketball. The Winter Olympics are seen as entertainment and if there's no real chance
for entertainment — like in curling — or no hot-blooded hatred between countries, we won't watch.
Something needs to be done about the pre-Olympic hype, because without conflict or sport the "blah" of the Winter Olympics
will continue to happen — much like Hogan's returns to wrestling.

COME IN AND CET A <L1B CARD.
PURCHASE S BBQ COMBO MEAL*
AND CET A FREE PIC T SHIRT!
Wl IUPPUS LA IT

TAN FAST
SPRING
BREAK!!!
"Save SS We Charge by the minute, not vWt"
200 minutes $29

Month $39

SPRAY
ON TANS
Sprey or\Mystic/Tan Booth:
Press Button Mist Gets You 3 Skin Shades Darker, Awesome Golden Tan
wwMf.myitWtan.com

(Major & minor repairs, state inspections,
coach and chassis service on all
makes & models, warranty work welcome

March Special
Oil Change $17.95 Most cars
w/student ID
5404338434
Exp. 3/31/06

Mih.dMri'i visit SI 9 99"""*
630 North Main SI
SIMMONS CUT & TAN
ISOEastWolteSt.
Bribgewaler. vo
828 2338

www.lo»olbo<typfcic«.e*wi
Walk-ins Welcome

South
Main St.
540-434-4014

Near Klines Ice Cream
432.4076

tjfju *** r%

Mon-Fn8,im

5pm

4711 S. Valley Pike
(Behind Smith's furniture)
www.southsideautorv.com

Downtown:

540-434-6980

Orcmge, threme,
Waffle Cones .55 Extra
58 E. Wolfe St. & 2125 5. Main St., Harrisonburg

flaafiberrrg/
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SUPER CROSSWORD
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ACROSS
IB.g4 "Slop, sailor!"
9 James of "Misery"
13 Swashbuckling

■

18 Grand-Opry

21 "F Troop" corporal
22 Start of a remark by
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26 Costa -
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27 "Family Feud" host
29 Division word
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42 Like some sheep
43 Part of HOMES

H.| V'W.MIv

44 Inclined

New Bab!!

45 Senator Thurmond
47 "Waking - Devine"

432-5544
Located above Dairy Queen

«

810 Port Republic Rd. Suite M
Harrisonburg VA 22801
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28 He gives a hoot

93 Bank deposit?

120 Nonfiowenng plant

30 "- the fields we go

94 "Twelfth Night" role

52 Composer Schifnn

121 'The Addams Family"
uncle

35 Ain't right''

98 Happened again

61 Soft tissue

128 Croc's kin

36 Extensive

102 Heal a nit

63 Tangle

131 Chateau valley

37 Toast start

104 Eat in the evening

64 Damage

133 End of remark

38 Grapefruit serving

107 Right - the bat

65 Actress Ward

135 Wear away

39 October birthstone

108 A hole near the sole

66 Baseball's Boudreau

136 Computer key

40 Curved lines

110 Allude (to)

68 Enchilada alternative

137 "The Lady -"('79 film)

41 Forsaken

111 Dundee denial

70 "Trinity" author

138 Child welfare org
139 Rock's Meisner

46 Ditch under

113 Loud laugh

a drawbndge

114 Bet

140 Stocking sniffers?

48 Object

115 "Pal Joey" author

77 Part 3 of remark

141 Dispositions

50 Change for the

I 16 Boca

78 '80s Joe Penny series

142 "The Bells" monogram

better
51 Brawl

117 Maine town
122 Willowy

81 Skater Lipinski

DOWN

53 Sonja Henie's

123 Baseball's Martinez

82 Noun suffix

1 Physicist Niels

birthplace

124 Spanish river

84 Sundown, to Shelley

2 "The Time Machine"

55 Acts like an us?

126 "I could - horse!"

56 Spirits

127 Break suddenly

129 Eccentric

72 Neighbor of Wyo.
73 Obeys the dentist

people
3 English port

58 Amritsar attire

88 "Love Train" group

4 Simile center

59 Nonsense

130 Curious George's

91 Thick of things

5 Feud

60 Smidgen

creator

95 Denizen

6 Novelist Seton

62 Throw a party

132 Musical syllables

97 Geological

7 Pack

67 Custom

134 Pilches 114

8 Homenc characters

69 Message board?

99 The Chipmunks, e.g.

9 Pres Clinton.e.g.

71 Goblet part

100 Comic Carvcy

10 Performer

73 Lost luster

101 Galena, for one

11 Actor's actor?

74-apso

103 -- -ski party

12 Irritate

75 Gray or Moran

105 Priest's robe

13 Rigoletto. to Gilda

76 - Domingo

l06Wiih87Acroas.

14 Actor Tognazzi

79 "What's-for me?"

I5-Gras

80 Candy quantity

112 -blanket

16 Sharon of Israel
17 Trap

83 Spotted rodent

114 Pan 4 of remark

20 Tiny Bubbles" singer

89 Puppy protests

23 Comics' "Andy -"

90 Withered

type of liqueur
109 Merit
22312
■

118Wel|.infoimed

■

C

o

m
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o

n

w
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I

t

h

U
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86 Bclarusian city

Unpopular picnicker
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answers
online
111 II 11 Will!'

• j)re

92 Downspout

v

tfr

You may have your
Spring Break
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but do you

o
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:>^ipv,
540-442-4800
tvww.sunchase.net
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87See!06Acroea

phenomenon

For mom information

97 Equipment

125 Does Little work

85 Actor Arkln

1

% Spanish surrealist
33 Slangy sib

57 Put on a pedestal

80 Crank's comment

.to inform,.lion •.•iSMonft

■x
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141

game!"

54 Circus performer

VCU School of Social Work

■«

nil

49 Wee serving

('98 film)
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If

■■
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34 Part 2 of remark

... l.l!
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25 "Andrea -"

38 TV's "General"
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Milton Berle
24 Mid-size band

32 Basilica feature
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■

31 Aachen article

»
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•
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19 Actress Berger
20 Mournful music

Full Service Salon
www. tanglesdayspa. netfirms.com

7

■
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DON'T MISS THE BOAT!
Check us out today!
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2006 women's lacrosse preview

Fresh start

AMY PATERSON/p/wo edacr
Freshman Kim Griffin and Colleen O'Keafe are two of JMU's 10 now tr.ihmen recruits. Qrlffln Is expected to play mldfleld, and OKeefe will play at attack.

JMU women's lacrosse begins 2006 campaign with 10 freshmen; recruiting class
ranked Wth-best nationally by Inside Lacrosse magazine
BV JOHN GALIE
UNKM WRITER

Nationally recognized freshman recruits midfielder Kim Griffin and attacker Colleen O'Keefe.
along with eight other freshmen, joined the Dukes
this off-season as the best recruiting class that the
JMU women's lacrosse has ever seen.
Last year, the Dukes had a young, inexperienced team that faced the pressure of improving
on 2004's 16-4 season. The Dukes finished sixth in
the Colonial Athletic Association with a record of
2-5, going 7-9 overall.
After bidding farewell to four graduating seniors, the Dukes find themselves ranked third in the
CAA preseason coaches' poll and 17th nationally
— and they are still young.
'There are 10 of them |freshmen)," coach Kellie
Young sjid. "So it's one of the biggest classes that
I've brought in."
,
The top recruits of the year. Griffin and O'Keefe,
were both highlighted as "players to watch" in Inside
Lacrosse. The magazine also recognized JMU as having the lOth-best recruiting class of 2006. No other

CAA team was in the top 10, but powerhouses like
Notre Dame (No. 1), Virginia (No. 5) and Georgetown (No. 9) were — all three of which also appear
on the Dukes' schedule this season.
I think youth always makes it an unknown of
how we are going to perform," Young said. "But this

We are focusing on the benefits of us
being young and are hoping to catch
some people off guard.
-KeUkYwiM
women's lacrane ewcl

youth is so inspiring and has such a great work ethic. We are focusing on the benefits of us being young
aod are hoping to catch some people off guard."
The Dukes will be counting on some of the freshmen this year to make an impact right away. Young
currently has freshman midfielders Jessica Brophy
and Griffin starting, while O'Keefe will split time

Men to face
top CAA
teams
■Y MATTHEW STOSS
STOUTS EDITOR

Late-season loss
to Tribe could hurt
Dukes in long run

The JMU men's basketball team has two
regularseason Matn'c

ETC Basketball

»i JAMES IIWIN
IEM0JI ivKiriK
A week from today, the JMU women's basketball team is slated to play Old
[Xxninum in what's been anticipated as
.1 season-ending showdown between the
top two teams in the conference. But a
tunny thing happened to the Dukes on
the way to the finish
—

Women's
t ?. Basketball

5,u

m
down the
Friday
stretch.
Sunday's 82-70 JMU at NU
loss to William & 7 p.m.
Mary dropped the Cabot Cantar
Dukes into a tie for —
second place with Hofstra at 11-4 in
conference play. The Pride hold the
inside track having beaten I ML last
month so. in order to keep pace, the
Dukes can only win and nope for a
break of their own.
"Bottom line, they outplaved us,"

see FRESH, page U

Dukes to host Monarchs
Thursday in CAA play

Dukes
look to
rebound

i™They

with sophomore midfielder femilv Hallcr.
The rest of the class will be just as important
coming off the bench — especially since the team
has been facing some nagging injuries on defense.
Griffin said.
Junior midfielder Brigid Strain suffered the biggest injury after tearing her ACL and is out for the
season. Jarrettsville, Md., native Griffin could be the
one to step in and fill the gap.
"Kim fGriffinJ wasone of the best defensive midfielders and is undoubtedly the fastest player coming out of high school," Young said. "|SheJ is going
to really help us with our match-up responsibilities
and also starting our fast-breaks in transition "
On the other hand, there is also the offensive
mind of O'Keefe.
"[O'Keefe's) got a great eye on the offensive end
for feeding it and just reading the play and what
needs to be happening with the ball," Young said.
The heightened awareness of the Madison, N.J.,
native on the field is something Young has never
seen in a freshman.

MINDI WESntOFfluaffplwl.waplitr
Sophomore guard Jaamlna Lawrenca and tha Dukas will look to
finish tha saaaon strong haadlng to Northaaatam Friday.

JMU coach Kenny Brooks said of
Sunday's setback. "I'm not going
to make any excuses. We just have
to pick ourselves up."
At 19-5 overall, the Dukes
are one win away from their first
20-win season since the 2000-'01
campaign, which also marks the
last time JMU reached postsea-

son play. That year, the Dukes
reached the WNIT semifinals before falling to Ohio State.
Recent history shows that
while a conference championship gets you to the NCAA tournament, at-large bids for the
ste WOMEN, page 10

CoTon'-al^^y
Athletic ODUatJMU
Aiso-7Pm
ciation Convention
tourna- Cwit*r
m • n I
March 3 to 6 in Richmond. The first is Thursday night against Old
Dominion,
The Monarchs (198, 11-5 CAA) visit JMU
Convocation Center (or
the first time this season.
In ODU and JMU's first
meeting, the Monarchs
handed the Dukes their
12th-straight loss 87-69
in Norfolk Feb. 4. The
lose gave Madison the
record for the longest
losing streak in school
history.

As of right now, the
Dukes (5-20, 2-14 CAA)
are in the midst of a threegame skid with their
most recent coming last
Saturday when they were
beaten by Longwood, 7773 in Farmville.
"It was fust like any
loss," JMU coach Dean
Keener said. "We just
have to make sure we're
ready and try to get
things right now."
The loss was the
Dukes' first ever to the
Lancers (8-19), who are
in the process o( tra rationing from Division II
to Division 1.
"Losing isn't fun,"
Keener said. "It's never
easy. You play hard for so
many games, and it just
comes down to a couple of plays. The plays
worked great against
Delaware and Towson,
but they |ust didn't do it
against William & Mary,
and they didn't do it
against l-ongwood."
On Thursday, Madison will face a team that
has been D-l for a bit longer in Old Dominion. The
Monarchs are the reigning CAA champions and
see MEN, page 12

MATTHEW STOSS/fliV photo
Senior cantar David Coop**
rebounds a bai agakwt
Delaware earlier this saaaon.
Coopar and tha Dukea have
two refulac-aeaaon gamee left.
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WOMEN:
JMU to travel
for CAA play

Wrestling
wins two
of three
Dukes finish season
with wins against
Duquesne, Campbell

WOMEN, from page 9
Colonial
Athletic
Association are few and far between. A year ago, Delaware
settled for an NIT invite after finishing 25-6 and losing
to ODU in the conference
championship game. Two
years before that, a loaded
CAA had three teams with
more than 20 wins. ODU
went to the NCAA tournament, Delaware went to the
NIT and at

having won 10 of their last
11 regular season games.
They get their first crack Friday night in Boston against
Northeastern.
"It's a scary trip because we've never made
it," Brooks said of facing
the CAA newcomer in their
backyard. "It's late in the
year. We have to stay focused."
|MU handled business
the
last
22-o
North
time
the
Carolinatwo teams
Wilmington
met, with a
went home.
68-56 win
So while
in Harri19-5 is still in
sonburg,
Conf./ Overall
good shape,
thanks
OW
Dominion
14-0.16-7
JMU
isn't
to a seaguaranteed
Hostra
11-4.16-fl
son-high
anything at
25 points
JMU
11-4,19-5
this
point.
from
juW*lam
«
Mary
10-5,
14-10
The
NCAA
nior shootuses a rating guard
Delaware
10-5,18-6
ings percentLesley
UNC-W
7-8,13-11
age index to
Dickinson
quantify
a
Drexel
7-8,12-12
and a cateam's rank.
reer-high
VCU
5-10, 12-12
The
CAA
10 assists
George Mason
5-10,9-15
checks in at
from
juNo. 8 right
nior
point
Georgia Slate
3-11.8-15
behind
the
guard AnTowson
3-12.8-16
Big Ten at
drea BenNortheastern
No. 7. The
3-12.7-17
vertuto.
difference is
The loss at
the Big Ten
the
time
generally
d ropped
sends at least four teams to
Northeastern to 4-9 overall
the NCAA tournament, the
and the Huskies haven't
CAA usually gets |ust one.
fared much better since.
"As a conference we're
They'll walk into the Cabot
hoping to get an at-large,"
Center Friday night owners
Brooks
said. "But our
of a six-game losing streak.
team goal wasn't to win
Northeastern hasn't won a
19 games this season. We
game since Jan. 29.
have the potential to be the
But after Sunday's stumCAA champion. We set our ble in Williamsburg and
sights higher."
with a possible trip to the
The Dukes have three
Big Dance hanging in the
regular season games rebalance, the Dukes aren't in
maining. Should they win
any position to waltz.
from here on out, they'd roll
The Dukes and Husinto the conference tourkies tipoff at 7 p.m. at the
nament at 22-5 and would Cabot Center Friday night
bypass the opening round
in Boston.

The JMU wrestling team completed
its final regular season with two wins
in three matches.
The Dukes faced Duquesne Sunday in
North Carolina and won the bout 25-12.
They then lost to host Davidson, 20-13.
Monday, JMU traveled to Buies
Creek, N.C. to face Colonial Athletic
Association opponent Campbell University- After being down 10-0 after
three bouts, the Dukes were able to
come back and defeat Campbell 25-13.
The team finished the regular season with a 6-13 overall record, and
a 3-6 record in the Colonial Athletic
Assocaition. The final regular season
results were an improvement from
last year's 4-16 overall record and 2-6
CAA record.
JMU won five-straight bouts and
took a 19-10 lead en route to Us tin.il
victory. Junior Jeff Jacobs led the way
with a 12-3 win in the 149-pound weight
class. Junior Jason Chalfant continued
the Dukes' streak with an 8-7 comeback
win at the 184-pound level.
Earlier in the weekend, senior Chris
Civitan earned a major decision against
Duquesne in the first match of the
weekend. He finished the season with a
24-3 record overall, 12-1 in duals.
Cvitan is the first JMU wrestler to
win 24 matches in a season since 2000'01 when Patrick Diaz went 24-13.
Another wrestler, Richie Gebauer
won his 20th match of the season with
two wins Sunday. He won his match
against Duquesne with an 8-3 decision,
and won 5-0 against Davidson. He finished the season with a 21-10 record.
Redshirt freshman Scott Yorko and
sophomore Jon Di Velio also each won a
pair of matches.
Sophomore Marcus Bartley was responsible for clinching the Dukes' win
against Duquesne. He earned his first pin
of the season to give JMU a 21-12 advantage with only one match left to wrestle
— heavyweight Chris Civitan's match.
The CAA Championship Tournament is March 3 and 4 at Drexel.

Women's Basketball
CAA Standings

AMY PATFXSONyUr/**>
Junior center Meredith Alexis broke the JMU school career-rebounding record against
William A Mary last Sunday. She'll look to toad the Dukes In the flnaJ stretch of the season.

- from staff reports

EXPERIENCE THE POWER OF EIGHT
At L'Idee Medical Spa

OFFERING THE BEST IN LASER TECHNOLOGY AND SKIN CARE
LEVULAN PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY
SEVERE ACNE
ACTINIC KERATOSIS AND SUN DAMAGE
LASER HAIR REDUCTION
INTENSE PULSE LIGHT THERAPY
PIGMENTATION DISORDERS
LASER TREATMENTS FOR ROSACEA,
PSORASIS & BIRTHMARKS
MICRODERMABRASION AND
CHEMICAL PEELS

(joii »'<J aot them.
Jioti. U a time to Uaunt them.

COMPLETE SKIN SARE PROGRAMS

Coming in Mircn - our new ■election
of plus sizes lor women.

MINERAL MAKE-UP
ITS YOUR LIFE AND IT CAN LOOK SO GOOD
COME IN, BEGIN TODAY - CALL 437-1296
www.lideemedicalspa.com

CREATING A NATIONAL
MODEL OF ENGAGED
LEARNING IN LEGAL
EDUCATION

ELON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW
Opening in Greensboro - August 2006
Now accepting applications for the charter class.

web site: law.elon.edu
for complete information and online application
Toll free: (888) ELON-LAW ■ E-mail: law@elon.edu

I Emphaiei on total student
development, exceptional
legal knowledge and
skills, leadership and
civic Involvement, and
international study
i Learning experience* in the
area's leading law firms, federal
and state courts, businesses,
government agencies and
nonprofit organizations
i Home of the North
Carolina Busmen Court,
which handles business
litigation in the school's
courtroom and facilities
i Partner with the American
Judicature Society's
Institute of Forensic
Science and Public Policy, a
new national organization
located near the law school

How ntuu n Si.iiinlon. VA

540-2134378

7:30 pm
Friday March 3
V. Earl Dickinson
Main Stage
Piedmont Vrgmia
Community College

JMU
STUDENTS
$10
Tickets available at
■Plan 9 Records
• Sidetracks
Purchase tickets in
advance by calling the
PVCC Bo- Cilice
434X1.5376
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FRESH: New faces look
to help lead third-ranked
JMU lax in '06 campaign
FRESH, from pagt 9

The freshman class as a whole is talented,
and they don't seem to draw attention to themselves. In other words, they are team plavers.
They are all about JML', Young said. This attitude has fostered team chemistry that is much
better than last year's.

The high expectations give me
motivation. I want to make sure I
fulfill them.
- Kim Griffin
freshman midfielder
'The first day we were all together, |the seniors and captains] made it known that we are
all on the same level no matter what our age
is," CKeefe said. "They were just really welcoming."
JMU will take this team concept into conference play, where it remains an underdog to

No. 1 Towson and No. 2 Hofstra. which are the
two teams who received first-place votes. The
Tigers got five and the Pride picked up two,
along with No. 4 Delaware, which got one. Despite the Dukes' youth, they know that they
could surprise some people with upperclassmen. who have the bitter taste of defeat from
last season as motivation and a freshman class
looking to live up to the hype.
"I'm nervous before every game, but as soon as
we start playing, I get pumped," (Jriffin said. 'The
high expectations give me motivation. I want to
make sure I fulfill tnem."
When it comes down to it, the Dukes will
expect to finish near the top of the CAA this
season, while chasing a conference championship in what could be the start of a new era.
"I feel honored," Griffin said. "It's not every day that you're going to hear a team has ten
freshmen and that they are all going to have an
impact on the team. Hopefully in the next four
years we can really push JMU."
The Dukes will begin their campaign Sunday at the JMU Lacrosse Complex in their season-opener against Longwoodat 1 p.m.

Women's Lacrosse
CAA Preseason
Coaches P

4. Delaware

30

5.William&Mary 27
6. George Mason 23
7.Drexel
AMY MTHSON/pkn nfiwr
Junior midfielder Kelly Berger cradles the ball and makes a cut
against freshman midfielder Kim Griffin In practice earlier this
week. Berger returns to the Duke* aa the leading scorer and
one of the team's trl-captalns for the 2006 campaign. Berger
Is a two-year starter for the Duke*.

12

8. Old Dominion

GETS THE ADRENALINE GOING.
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUT
klTON YOUR RESUME.

cciftniew

The Breeze!
Call 568-6127
for more information
Ask about our paid SUMMER LEADERSHIP INTERNSHIP and scholarships.
Earn college credit while gaining marketable skills.
Visit with Army ROTC at the JMU Internship Fair on Mar. 2. Or call 540-568-3633 or kiplinle@jmu.edu

To apply and see job description,
visit http://joblink.jmu.edu today
Submit the student application, resume,
cover letter and 3 references

Wftnt A Better
Apply for Assistant
Advertising Manager
^sist manager in supervision and production
maintain national advertising clients
Oversee trade agreements
approx.15hoursaweek

om« L*ad*r off th« Pack
go to http://joblink.jmu.edu for details

8
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MEN: JMU to play in final regularseason games Thursday, Saturday
MEN, from ftage 9
received an automatu \c A A
tournament bid last year after
winning the conference tourney.
However, unlike the two
squads first meeting. Old
Dominion will have a- full
complement of players. In
Norfolk, Isaiah Hunter sat out
due to Injury, but is expected
to play Thursday. The senior
guard averages 14 point! a
fame and shoots 50 percent
rom the floor. The Monarchs
next biggest threat, both in
statistic and size, is senior
Alex Loughton. The 6-9, 235pound center from down under is Old Dominion's leading
scorer, dropping 14.3 points a
tame, as well its leading reounder, grabbing 7.4 boards
an outing.
Loughton was the CAA
Player of the Year and CAA
tournament MVP last season.
The two seniors in Loughton and Hunter |are the play-

ers to watch]," Keener said.
"The first time we plaved
them, they didn't have Hunter and sophomore Brandon
Johnson, but they're back and
that will give them a spark on
the defensive end."
Atter facing fourth-place
Old Dominion, the season finale isn't any easier. Saturday,
JMU heads to Fairfax where it
will take on first-place George
Mason. The Patriots (21-5, 142 CAA) are ranked 25th in the
ESPN/USA Today Coaches
Poll and have won eight in-arow, including 14 out of their
last 15 with their only loss
I'oming |an 21 at North Carolina-Wilmington,
"They're plaving as well as
am one in the CAA right now,"
Keener said. "They might be
playing as well as anyone in the
country and they have been rewarded with a top-25 ranking."
Madison will find itself in
the Patriot Center on senior

day — a day when 6-7, 275pound center Jai Lewis and

Men's Basketball
CAA Standings
Conf./ Overall
George Mason 14-2.21-5
UNC-W
13-3.20-7
Hofslra
12-4.20-5

oou
vcu
Northeastern
Drexel
Towson
Delaware
Georgia State
William & Mary
JMU

11-5, 19-8
10-8,17-8
10-6,15-10
7-9.14-14
7-9, 7-5
4-12, 4-6
3-13.6-19
3-13.8-17
2-14. 5-20

guards Tony Skinn and Lamar

Butler will be honored. Lewis
is the Patriots' leading scorer
and rebounder, dropping 14
points and pulling down 7.8
rebounds per game. Skinn,
who was named the CAA
Player of the Week this week,
and Butler go two and three in
scoring on the team with Skinn
scoring 13.3 and Butler averaging 11.3. All five of Mason's
starters average double-figure points with forwards Will
Thomas and Folarin Campbell
both scoring 10.8 a night.
"There will be an added
flavor with senior night,"
Keener said. "And it's also a
game, providing they can get
by Hofstra |Thursday|, that
they will be playing for the
outright conference title."
The Dukes and Monarchs
tip off at 7 p.m. Thursday and
with the Patriots at noon Saturday in Fairfax. Both games
will be televised on Comcast
SportsNet.

AMY PATERSON/yUr photo

Senior guard Jomo Bettor and the Dukes will face two of the
top conference teams this weekend a* they close the regular season. The Dukes last home game will be played at the
Convo Thursday at 7 p.m.

PUT YOUR
OLD GAMES

TO BETTER USE
Now trading PS 2, Xbox", Xbox 360". PSP"& Gamecube'"
games for new & pre-owned games or get store credit
toward any item of your choice.

The Power of
Breeze Classifieds

www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

visit the customer service desk at the
Harrisonburg Circuit City store, located at:
259 Burgess Road (540) 432 3051
Just what I needed.

Pamper your pets at
Valley Vets!
Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery
Boarding • Grooming
43 3 "VETS

498 University Blvd.

Across from COSTCO

A&E

Caile While. Editor
Jill Yaworski. Assislanl Editor

bretzearts@hotmaiixom

arts & entertainment
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JMU alumna travels from
Harrisonburg to Hollywood

'RENT is
DVD worth
buying

Student-turned-filmmaker returns to talk about pastt future projects
•Y JANE SINCLETON
STAFF WHITER

Cast creates
entertaining yet
heartbreaking
tale of friendship
■Y LISA RONEY
STAFF WRITER

Only oner in a blue moon
does a Broadway musical adaptation come along that is so
moving, so emotional, so inspirational that the audience
finds itself upset that the
end of the two-hour film has
ended. "RENT" is a heartwrenching film that can bring
sobs to those who have never
found themselves tearing up
at movies.
Along with the feature
film, a commentary is included on the first disc. The
commentary features director Chris Columbus (the first
two "Harry Potter" films),
and main stars Anthony Rapp
and Adam Pascal, both members of the original Broadway
cast. Avid fans of the film
should
definitely
browse
through this commentary; it
is filled with interesting tidbits, comparisons of the film
to the stage production, and
genuine humor and ability to
poke fun at themselves from
the three men involved.
The second disc includes a
feature-length commentary titled, "No Day But Today." It is
conveniently divided into six
parts, most of which are about
24 minutes long. An introduction is followed by "Days of
Inspiration," a look at Jonathan Larson, who wrote the
book and all the lyrics and
music for the film. "Leap of
Faith" follows the hard work
of getting a play written and
ready for an off-Broadway debut. "Another Day" discusses
the play's original cast, most
of whom reprised their roles
on the silver screen. "Without
You" is a devastating recollection of 35-year-old Larson's
tragic sudden death, which
happened the night before the
play's opening. Friends, family, crew and cast members are
interviewed, and many are in
tears by the end. It is a hard
feature to watch for someone
infatuated with the songs and
material.
FWe deleted scenes are
showcased and all are worth
watching. The only one that
really should have been included is "Goodbye Love,"
which would fill a plot-hole
that many found confusing.
The alternate ending is more
similar to the play's finale,
and while it is as emotional
as the ending used, it doesn't
work as well on the big screen
as it does on stage.
Also included are two
public
service
announcements commemorating Larson's death and spotlighting
the Jonathan Larson Performing Arts Foundation and the
National Marfan Foundation,
the association looking for a
cure for the disease that ultimately ended Larson's life.
"RENT" is an amazing
film that captures the essence
of free-living artists in New
York in a beautiful, captivating manner. The amazingly
talented cast belts out so

see DVD, page 16
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JMU alumna Karen McCullah
Lutz went from selling advertisements for one of those "piece of
crap free circulars that they stick in
your grocery bag," she said, to writing phenomenal scripts for the big
screen. Lutz has written screenplays
for such films as "legally Blonde,"
"10 Things I Hate About You," and
the upcoming movie "She's the
Man."
Lutz, an alumna of '8H, originally
envisioned a career as a copywriter

at an advertising agency. However,
the job market and geographic location post-college left her at a loss in
the job search. This deficit is eventually what prompted her to start writing screenplays.
At JMU, she majored in marketing, but it was her minor in fashion
merchandising that inspired the personality and fabulous fashion sense
for Elle Woods, the main character in
"Legally Blonde."
However, Lutz will make it clear
the she was not involved in the writing of "Legally Blonde 2," which she
referred to as a "crappy sequel."

Although the script for "Legally
Blonde" both mocks and breaks the
mold of the stereotypical blondes,
Lutz herself doesn't feel she has
typecasted blondes.
"I think it's hard to stereotype
blondes, because there are as many
different levels of intellect as there
are shades of blonde," she said, a
blonde herself. "Paris Hilton and
Hillary Clinton are both blonde. One
is functionally retarded and the other
could be our next president''
The movie "10 Things I Hate
see HOLLYWOOD, page 16

photo courtess of KAREN McCVLLAH LUTZ

JMU alumna Karen McCullah Lutz to the witter of several Alms, Including "Legally Blonde"
and "10 Things I Hate About You." Lutz atoo
wrote the upcoming "She's the Man," which
wM appear In theaters March 17.

AAaXJN MlWARI/ita/fphotographtr
Four days a week senior Nick Liberty works until 2 a.m. at Carrier Library. Liberty Is one of the four other JMU students that work this shift.

working the late shift
While their peers sleep soundly, these JMU students get ready to go to work
BV ORRIN KONHEIM
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

By day, the three floors and 190 rooms in Carrier Library house
an office staff of more than 70 librarians and administrators, but after
midnight that number is stripped down to just four.
Senior Nick Liberty is one of four students who work the
late shift.
Liberty works four days a week on a shift that on weeknights
lasts until a little after the library closes at 2 a.m.
"Usually it takes a little time to wind down and go to
sleep," Liberty said, "so I usually get to bed a little after 3
[a.m.]."
This semester, Liberty has a light course schedule with only six
credits, but he has worked the night shift with a full schedule, and
said it can be tiring if he was scheduled to work more than two nights
in a row.
While the night shift at the library can interfere with one's
sleep schedule, there are advantages that make up for it — The
night shift workers make a little over $4 more an hour more.
The library previously closed at 1 a.m. before being extended
an extra hour at the start of the semester, although the staff re-

mains largely unaffected by it.
"I actually like it better," said senior Julia Stewart, who fills in
shifts at Carrier Library when others can't make it in. "If you close
at 1, there are still enough people that you have to vie between
manning the desk and turning off the lights and stuff, but there's
almost nobody here. Like at 1:30, you don't have to worry about
that stuff," she said.
Liberty also said the night shift is not that difficult compared to
past experiences he has had. For eight months, before coming to James
Madison, he had a security job working from midnight to noon.
"The downside of that is that my body never got used to it,"
Liberty said. "Your body is not built that way."
Senior Matt Williams also had a hard experience working an
all-night shift. As a freshman, he briefly took a job from midnight
to 8 a.m. as a residence hall monitor.
"It was exhausting," said Williams. "I'm not good at sleeping
when there's a light out after a while, it was hard to stay awake at
night 'cause they don't even let you have a TVt"
Williams now works the evening shift at Mike's Food Mart,
which ends at midnight. He likes that during the week, it's
pretty quiet, but he is unhappy about missing out on the
prime-time TV shows.

PREVIEW

Students to perform in professional showcase
Virginia Repertory Company travels to Maryland to present choreography
sv KIM

COWER

STAFF WRtTtR

phrtacoimnt ./RICHARD nNKEI-STFJN
Tha Virginia Rapartory Company w* partarm "Brta" In Maryland.

The Virginia Repertory Com^ny will
be joining professional artists at the choreographer's showcase in College Park, Md..
this weekend.
The Virginia Repertory Company, JMU's
pre-pn>fessional company, will perform one of
the seven dance pieces in the showcase.
The showcase is put on by the Maryland
Department of Parks and Recreation and will
feature a collection of contemporary dance
from vanous professional choreographers.

The eight dancers — seniors Taryn Bazinet,
Dana l.okihs. Dawn Young, Jessica Burgess,
Megan Kelly, Sara Cart, Kathleen Ferraru and
junior Meghan Amoroso — in JMU's preprofessional company will perform "Bite"
which was choreographed by Shane O*Hara,
JMU Associate Professor of Dance.
The JMU students auditioned "Bite"
in front of two professional judges from
New York and were selected to present
at College Park.
"It is a highly competitive selection."
O'Hara said, "with only seven dances being selected this year out of over sixty-

works adjudicated."
O'Hara explained why the event was so
important for the eight JMU dance majors.
"It is a real professional performance in
D.C. and it usually is reviewed by the | Washington} Post," he said. "It will give them the
experience of auditioning and performing
in a professional dance showcase concert."
"Bite" was performed in the Virginia
Repertory's Concert this past December.
O'Hara describes the piece as "a challenging dance that demands both a strong inner

set SHOWCASE, page 16
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Television makes prescription
painkiller addictions humorous
Doctors don't find hilarity in pill-popping dependence
■V NOEL HOLSTON
WCMMMl

drug treatment center near Minneapolis.
It's so casual at times, Crausman said, if s as if Vicodin
and other prescript**! pauikillm were "glorified aspinn"
In a heavily promoted live episode of "Will
There are notable exceptions. While TV netU Grace" thai NBC recently broadcast, the title works these days rarelv order "lesson" movies <is
characters opened a linen closet in the palatial they did in the 1970s with the likes of "Co Ask Albathroom belonging to their wealthy friend Kar- ice" (anti-LSD) or "The Morning After" (alcoholen Walker. Out gushed hundreds and hundreds ism), some episodic dramas integrate social issues
of pill bottles, a river of amber-colored plastic.
into iht-ir story lines. This approach is probably
The studio audience went wild. Karen's fond- wiser given how audiences have come to expect
ness for booze and prescription painkillers Mich as ambivalence and imperfect heroes.
Vicodin. which she apparently goes through like
CBS's crime series "Without a Trace," for inTic Tacs, is one of the show's most reliable run- stance, has been working its way through a subning jokes, a laugh-getter as surefire as Kramer's plot in which FBI agent Martin Fitzgerald (Eric
entrances or Frasier Crane's pomposity.
Close) is wrestling with addiction to painkillers
Dr. David Crausman thinks Karen's drug use prescribed by a doctor after Fitzgerald was shot
is about as funny as food poisoning, which is what in the line of duty. A recent episode depicted
he says her withdrawal symptoms would resem- him anxiously rummaging through office trash
ble if they were ever shown forthrightlv.
in search of a pill bottle that earlier, in a stronger
"It's not a joke at all," said Crausman, director moment, he had thrown away.
of the Center for Healthful Living, an outpatient
In Fox's "House," the addiction to painkillers of
counseling facility in Beverly Hills, Calif It de- the title character (played by Hugh Laurie), a brilliant
picts a woman who's held hostage to her addic- medical diagnostician with a bum leg, is. as executive
tion. They're not showing her when she doesn't pnxlucer David Shore put it "a thread we pull on ocSet her pain pill, when she doesn't have the alco- casionally." He said he and his staff feel an obligation
ol. How she gets diarrhea, how she starts vomit- to depict Dr. House's drug problem honestly.
ing, how her skin will crawl, her legs will cramp.
"It's not a show about addiction, but you can't
They don't show that, because that's not cute."
throw something like this into the mix and not exThis is a pretty heavy guilt load to lay on pect it to be noticed and commented on," Shore
a popular, Fmmywinning sitcom that aspires said. 'There have been references to the amount of
only to impertinent farce and an occasional his consumption increasing over time. It's becomh.'.irtstnng tug. In fairness, the show's comic ing less and less useful a tool for dealing with his
references to Karen's dependency on prescrip- pain, and it's something we're going to continue to
tion painkillers are only an exaggerated ex- deal with, continue to explore."
ample of what concerns addiction specialists
More commonplace, however, are such shows as
about entertainment TV in general when it ABCs new sitcom "Crumbs," in which jane Curtin's
comes to portraying the use such medications: character's recent stint in a mental institution and
minimizing the downside.
the medication that makes her release possible are
Prescription pain medications "are often dis- played mostly for laughs, and NBCs recently withcumd in a real casual manner, almost as if there's drawn 'The Book of Daniel," in which a pill-popreal acceptance, whether if s prescribed or not,'' said ping minister (Aidan Quinn) headed an ensemble of
Dr. Marvin Seppala, a physician and chief medical calculatedly outrageous characters.
officer at The Hazelden Foundation, an alcohol and
Seppala said patients who come to Hazelden

for treatment for
addiction to prescription painkillers often "think
it's OK, that somehow it really isn't
that serious. They
think: 'It was prescribed by my doctor I'm using it for
Kin. How i an that
bad? I don't
think the media
equate addiction
to prescribed pain
medication with addiction to heroin. But they're
the same class of medication, |usl as powerful. In
fact, some are more powerful."
"They're downplaying the danger," said Dr.
Clifford Bernstein, director of the Waismann Institute, a detox center in San Diego. "It fatten
the attitude. 'How bad can these things be?' And
that's one reason why so many people have gotten hooked on them."
How many is "so many' ? According to a report
by Columbia University's National Center on Addiction and Substance Abuse, the number of Americans who abuse controlled prescription drugs has
nearly doubled — from 7.8 million to 15.1 million
— since 1992. Abuse of such medications among
teens has more than tripled over the period.
A study by the National Institute on Drug Abuse
released in December said 95 percent ot 12th-graders reported using the painkiller Vicodin and 5.5 percent reported using OxyContin.
You probably wouldn't guess that if entertainment TV was your primary window on society. You would more likely believe there was
an epidemic of serial killers'
Still, in the case of prescription-drug abuse,
television is mirronng its audiences' ignorance.
When characters in a soap such as Fox's
"The O.C." drop the brand nickname "Oxy"' as

Harrisonburg OB/GYN Associates, PC

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY

C. Larry Whltten, MD M. Catherine Slusher, MD Louis E. Nelson I I, MD
Michael J. Botticelli, MD Maribeth P. Loynes, MD
Sherry L. Mongold, FNP Catherine E. Rittenhouse. FNP

Old European Cut Diamond 0.44Cts.
Clarity - Sll Color - FG
1920s Platinum Filigree Setting

Now Accepting Appointments

This Week $750

Local (540) 434-3831
Toll Free (800) 545-3348

Monday - Friday 8:30-5:00

"All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com

Hometown Music

Quick. Easy.
Affordable. Good.
Bagels
& Deli

phntn illustration by AMY PATERSOW photo editor
blithely as they might "iPod," it's actually one
of the more realistic aspects of the show.
Nearly half the adults interviewed in a recent random survey funded by Reckitt Benckiser
Pharmaceuticals didn't understand that prescription painkillers such as OxvContin, codeine and
IX'merol are as addictive as heroin.
Doctors interviewed for this article acknowledge that prescription-drug abuse is a tricky
problem for TV entertainment shows. They point
out that the medications have tremendous benefits as well as frightening downsides, that most
people who use them don't become addicted, and
that even those who do may not exhibit behaviors
that we associate with heroin addicts and crack
heads — at least not for a while.
Bernstein noted, for instance, that the portrayal of Karen isn't necessarily unrealistic. "Karen is
popping Vicodin all the time, and she hasn't lost
her w it," he said, "She hasn't lost her edge. And
that's the point. You're too functional on it. It's almost too good of a drug."
Almost. If a user of a presenption painkiller
gets into an addictive cycle, tolerance develops
rapidly, leaving the abuser to choose between
taking more and more pills or painful, debilitating withdrawal.

GUITARS, AMPS, DRUMS,

PA AND MORE...

Tascam 8 track digital
recorders from $299

Bagels Baked Fresh Every Day

www.homelownmusic.net
PA S/JttBU
& reirtali available

What's not to like?
Check out one of our three area locations:
expires 3/3/06

Q

Market Street Location
1635-37 Eaat Market Street
Phone: 540-564-0416

expires 3/3/06

50< OFF
BREAKFAST

IS SPECIAL

Sausage, egg, cheese & homefries

W9m

O

$10FF
Grilled Turkey,
lt!lf>cll
Bacon,
& Deli
& Provolone

M>

Harmony Square Location
1741 -K Virginia Square
Phone: 840-442-1897
Rookingham Square Location
1731 South High Street
Phone: 840-432-1386
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Go to www.ihehreeze.orn/classifieds to post to read classifieds and more! I

CLASSIFIED
FOR RENT" HELP WANTED|
TOWNIIOIISK.
3Bath. I uniislu-J. Washer/
Mill available lor female
$l»5/monlh 578-0510
SBKKPWLL STREET available
Jujel.2006 Yearly lease 4334047..
HOUSES: SBR 12 South Ave/ 3BR
Hirriion/
3BR
icmnhousc
20S
OairV
433-2126
(5401
433-2126

'BARTENDING' S2Mroa> potential No
experience necessary.
Training provided (t00196S-6S20 BM212
Mike $75 taking surveys online
www.
GetPaidToThink.com
FUN
IN THE SUN! Lifeguards
wanted
in
North Myrtle
Beach.
"Will
train."
no
experience
Apply
www.nsbslirejpjardi.cofn.

THE BREEZE |WWW.thebreeze.org

HFLP WANTED Kee/lenutten Farm is

I'ARI IIMI

looking for summer trail help. MUST be

needed. Great pay. flexible hours, must

good with horses and like working with the

be willing to work some weekends.
Applj
online
at
www rmhonline.

I

com

NAOS

public Contact Danielle (540)290-3731
DISHWASHBfcS NEEDED Immediate

Apply in person loshuaWirtonHouse4l2
S. Main St.. Harrisonburg (540) 434-4464

LARGE 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
Great location, almost new. washer/
dryer, dishwasher, no pets, available
on 8/17/06. $535. (5401 433-1569
LARGE
ONE
BEDROOM
APARTMENT.
Close
to campus,
good condition. AC. available 7/1 or
8/17. No pets. $410. (540) 433-1569

ACAC Summer Camp in Charlottesville.
VA is looking for 2006 Camp
Counselors
Call Sarah at (4341
978-PLAY
for
more
information

MOVING/LIVING OFF CAMPUS' Go

MARRIED COUPLE to live and work
at local business husband will have part
lime responsibility Wife with full time
responsibilities. Must have computer,
office and marketing skills. Business
background preferred Send resume
to Box 2104. Harrisonburg. VA 22801

Applicants must successfully complete

IIVI AND WORK ON the Outer
Banks (Nags Mead areal this summer

SUMMER

Now hiring for all positions Please visit

Summer Camp Team

www.mworth.com for more information

season

and

environment

FOR SALE

an

employment

application

SENIOR to work part time immediately,
IKI-A LOVESF.ATS(2) SOT. x 26"D.
Cushions2 Natural. Birch Wood l-'ramc,
Never Used, Awcmhled
$125
each
(540)
568-3331

and

full

2001 FORD FOCUS ZTS While Auto
76.000 mi l«Call$5.500<MO,S2S-IOSI.

student to be married soon, as a couple

Apartment

time

upon

furnished

graduation
to

qualified

applicant
Must have computer, sales
and telephone skills Position ideal for
would

be

desired.

(540)

433-1234

call

564-5495

23, 2006115

TRTVEL—ipmrmin
' "H'tL

HEAD

Student

I

Maata^aflafeahatftarfrM

4-MONTH

Summer

seabreeierealty.com
KLINE'S DAIRY BAR IS LOOKING
for a few energetic and responsible
people for March, April and May. We
have positions for weekday shifts.
Monday through Friday from 10:30 to 5
p m. Apply in person at our South Mam
location (433-4014).

personality,

call or

send

resume at

chU^56X)^hotmailcom(3l8)840-8296

(252)

Rentals.
255-63M

SNORKELING EQUIPMENT RENTAL
Mask. Snorkel at Fins • $25 plus tax for
Spring Break -or Buy Your Own - JMU
students get 15% discount on purchases
Welsuit rental - $20

Scuba Equipment

Also Available
Kalhy's Scuba MAFII-7. T * T J

WANTED

- 7. A S 10 • 3. Located 1/4 mile south
of Exit 251 off I - 81 (540) 433-3337

Infant child care in my home, starting May/
June. 24-36 hours/week (540) 271-1770
PART-TIME

CUSTOMER

REP This

position

is

SERVICE

evening

EMPLOYMENT

and

PI

limited to. answering the

-I

telephone, greeting customers, operating
a point of sale

Spriag Break 20M: S»Splaih To»r»
The Experts Running Spring Break
Since 1988. Hottest Deitinaiioni- Biggest
Parties, Book your Trip at the Lowest
Price Prices from S204
www.sunsplashtours com
I-8OO-426-7710

HEAVY EQtirMENT
OPERATOR
TRAINING FOR

weekend hours, only. Duties will include,

credit card machine.

and using aircraft and ground radios.
Experience with the public is preferred

ASHBY
CROSSING-RENT
APT
ROOM Avail May I Female $335/mo,
• util., w/ pool. gym. prkg. Walk/bike to
stores, campus. 540-476-1432, Soo/ie

information,
(540)

hiring for friendly people with excellent

but are not

to wch.jmu cdu/ocl/listings him, JMU's
official site for off-campus housing,
roommates, and furniture
Great for
advertising sublets, rcntals(434) 8174)721

more

5M.5695

I

THURSDAY, FEB.

individuals. Good pay. great perks and fun
environment. Summer availability a plus.

Premium Shades at Valley Mall is

85 East Grartan. 2 blocks to
4 bedrooms. 2 bathrooms,
dining-room,
kitchen,
backyard, storage basement. 810-8290

For

lifeaaurds

openings far responsible, hard-working

LIFEGUARDS A POOL SUPERVISORS
Premier Aquatics is now accepting
applications
for
Lifeguards,
Poo.
Managers, Swim Instructors and Area
Supervisors around the Northern VA area
Lifeguard certifications are required,
however training is available Please
visit our website to complete an online
application at www premier** 11.com
For more information or to set up an
interview please call our MR department
atl703M26-l406
WWW
PRFMIER4II.
COM

Forest Hills 5 bedroom lownhousc for
available in June JI650
utilities (5401 435-1306

(540)

certified

|

a background check and drug screen.
Interested applicants should apply

in

person at the Shenandoah Valley Regional
Airport.

General

Aviation

JOB

Terminal

AC ACRichmond

Full-time
Call

hours

in a

(804)

378-1600

fun

THE
BURG!

11 11 .'//( />'<<.< ."' V r 7r/\

sifieds

Don't forget to VOTE!
Time is running out!
Check it out online to let
us know who's the BEST!

I fxvsi in pel rid til vow
mi i.UKI those ira/ies!i

•#•-383-7344

is building an exciting, cnthusicastic
for our 2006

Hate your
roommates?

Bulldozers, Backhon.
1 .oaden. Dump Trucks.
Oraden, Scraper*.
Excavaion
Train in Virginia
Next Class: Nov. 7th
-National Certification
•Financial Avtistance
-Job Placement Assistance
Associated Training Services
wwwasuv scnools.com

MADE BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
MERE MINUTES. EATEN AT WHATEVER
PACE YOU DEEM APPROPRIATE.

MEXICAN GRILL
Not jott big burrrroa. tig flaws. www.qda4M.corn

Ambitious
Writers
Wanted!

We accept
Flex!
Ity*u ilk* frnh irtfnrdlents and unique flavor comWnartoni. you'd love Qdoba Mnican Grill
T>uun't ordinary Mfifcar, iTi foods you know, vet v*tt»r a twiif rrtar * unforommblt Btstofall. (tiall madt
foa. frith end tight m front of you Come on in and see for yourteXf Wt»t ara yau fttaf t* lava at QdahaT*

Located across from the new Wal-Mart
In Harrisonburg Crossings Shopping Center
223 Burgess Rd.
540-564-1515

The Breeze is looking for
responsible and ambitious students
who are interested in building a
portfolio, getting invaluable
journalism experience, and leaving
a legacy at JMU.

Open Daily 11am - 10pm Sunday 11am - 9pm

SMALL CHIPS
& SALSA

BUY ONE,
GET ONE FREE.
(Xdobo,

With this coupon get a
small chips & salsa for

If that's you, e-mail
breezeeditor@hotmail. com
for more information!

© 1000 randomly selected students received
an email inviting them to participate in
the CONFIDENTIAL JMU Survey of
Student Alcohol Use

©This is a reminder to those students who
may have received the email to consider
participating in the JMU Survey of
Student Alcohol Use

only $.99!

MEXICAN GRILL

1-topping
Pizza
;

MS

'$5.00

Also add two 20oz cokes
for only $1.99
Expires in 30 days

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.
540 - 433 - PAPA
(7272)

2-Large
;«<'$14.99
Also add two 20oz cokes

l/l/e accept Flex!
Store Hours:
10:30am - 1:30am Mon - Thurs
10:30am - 3:30am Fri & Sat
10:30am - 12:30am Sunday

for only $1.99
Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.
Expires in 30 days

For questions about lights as a research subject contact the chee of the JMU Institutional
Board (MB). f> DavidCocUey.lMOl 568 »HccKMede*>Jmuedu

MFXK'AN GRILL

r^t*« it a r^irfrMrrairn.* or Ott^Jtouuraiir Corporation CMOS Man prapjwr oMaon IMT*
oraa* Oar coupon par raalaaar Nor food Mia a*> oraar affrr Valat only m pamnpartaf location.
orrrr r.pir« w.ea
WTOMO KVOSB

Medium

1 -Topping pizzas
©For more information on this survey,
students may contact the Office of
Substance Abuse Research, Dr. Jeanne
Martino-McAllister, x87097 or
martinjm@jmu.edu

Purchase any entree and get any
other entree of equal or lesser
value absolutely FREE!

i <)dotm u •» r»fuurt4 tradtmatt of Qio** Kmiamm Corporation t)200i Mug pnm cawpnn w«>
I or*tr Ont coupon p*r cuBomr Sot oood **th »*<, other offer Velt4 «■*)» at ptmapenne lot at ion.
Offer expirt, WVM
PtOMO HWM

Limited Delivery Area. Offer NOT
good with any other special.

© If you choose to complete the ONLINE
survey (completely voluntary) between
now and March 1, you can register to win
$ 100 in cash! The survey closes on March
1.

For catering and fundraising
call Jerilyn at (540) 564-1515

Why call? ORDER ONLINE

www.papajohns.com
For Catering & Fundraising call
Chris (540)255-1813
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HOLLYWOOD: Alumna has a 'Blonde' moment
Creator of top movies to speak in Grafton this Sunday
HOLLYWOOD, from page 13
About You" was inspired by an
educational expenence. It is based
on Shakespeare's ideas in his
play "The Taming of the Shrew,"
she said. Although Lutz admits
to procrastinating she has never
had a problem with writer's block
and is capable of finishing a script
within a few short months.
Lutz claims the key to success in screenwhbng is "to convince people that you're talented;
whether or not you actually are is
purely subjective." However, she
doesn't brush off the competitive
nature of Hollywood.
"If you don't have the con-

viction that you're pursuing the
career you're meant to have, you
will get bogged down in the collective negativity and desperation," Lutz warns of Hollywood.
Lutz also was one of the
writers of the script for "Ella
Enchanted." She also wrote the
novel The Bachelorette Party"
which is in bookstores right now.
Writers who have inspired her
include Carrie Fischer ("Postcards from the Edge"), Callie
Kin HI n ("Thelma and Louise")
and Lawrence Kasdan ('The Big
Chill").
During her time at JMU ,
Lutz seemed like a vivacious

student involved in her sorority,
Alpha Gamma Delta, where
she was voted Biggest Partier foui
years in a row. She also was a little
sister at Alpha Chi Rho fraternity
Lutz eventually married a Theta
Chi JMU alumnus and keeps dose
ties with JMU friends today
Lutz will share her story ol
how she made it to Hollywood
Sunday, Feb. 26, at 7 p.m. in
Grafton-Stovall Theatre. Admission will be $3 for students
In addition, she will be giving
a workshop for interested stu
dents at 2 p.m., where she will
discuss what studio executives
look for in a script.

RAISA ISON/jlqff phaotraphtr

SHOWCASE: Choreography demands intense skill
SHOWCASE, from page 13
life and super physicality." In April the dancers will
travel to perform the piece at Montclair State University in New Jersey at theAmencan College Dance
Festival Association.
The Virginia Repertory Company is composed of
dance majors who are serious about pursuing a performing career after graduation. The choreographer's
showcase is a great moment for them to experience
professional performing outside of JMU.
'There is one other work by a university, the rest are
professional dance artists from the area," said OHara.
Senior Dana Lokitis said she is excited to perform at the concert.

IS THE

Rurn.hvi)
Youn

'It's a great honor being a part erf this competitive
professional concert," said Lokitis. It's gotid to be performing with other professional artists in the D.C area."
Senior Taryn Bazinet is another member of
the Virginia Repertory Company who will be performing at the showcase.
"If s a great honor to be chosen out of so many
that auditioned," she said.
The Choreographer's Showcase will be held at
Garice Smith Performing Arts Center at the University of Maryland-College Park. The show is Fnday and
Saturday, Feb. 24 and 25, at 6 pxn. and Sunday, Feb. 26
at 3 p.m. For tickets or questions, call the box office at
301-405-2787.

DVD: 'RENT' a gut-wrenching tale of AIDS battle
DVD. from page 13
many wonderfully compelling songs thai the
audience gets lost in a world filled with dance,
drugs, and disease. Rosario Dawson ("Sin City")
stands out in particular with her traffic-stopping

figure and powerful voice. You'll find yoursell
wanting to live by the film's inspiring words,
'There's only us/There's only this/Forget regret/Or life is yours to miss/No other road/No
other way/No day but today."

presents

FEATHERS?

David Baker
Senior Foreign Press Coordinator
Office of the Prime Minister of Israel

speaking on

The Other Middle East Conflict:
Israel, The Palestinians, and the Batde
for the Media and World Opinion

iPassn

**$»** ""***»■/}

Monday, February 27, 2006
HHS2301
7:00 PM
Sponsored by the Nelson Institute and JMU Hillcl

Nominations due
March 1st!

The breeze is hiring!

News Editor
Asst News Editor
for
Sports Editor
Opinion Editor
Arts & Entertainment Editor
Art Editor

Call 568-6127
more information

^
Photo Editor

To apply and see job description,
visit hxxp-MjobSnk.jmu.edu today!

OnlitlC E.UttOr

Submit r^e student application, resume, cover letter and 3 references,

The Dolley Awards Celebration
is an annual event to recognize
student leaders, faculty advisers,
quality programs, and
outstanding student groups.

Nominations online:

www.jmu.edu/sos/
questions?
contact: jake miller (mille3ja) or
jess misner (misnerjn)

